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Schools Notes

--

Reception

The Roy school board met in regusession Monday evening, and pro-

Saturday.
'

ST. GEORGE SCHOOL
School
The New Paj-i.-

August

7, 1920,

BASE BALL'

Number 30

SUMMARY OF "A STATE- -

MENT TO THE COUNTRY"

Serious Accident

game Sunday at'Roy
A reception has been planned for
Maintaining that the prodigious
Felix Vachon, pastor of the Starts 8, P.M. Springer
Father
Acónito Balasquez, of Carrizo,
Friday evening of this week, unique
vs Roy and
number of mil- met with a very serious accident
Holy Family church, requests that
A baseball game at Roy v Sunday,
in many ways in the annals of Roy.
lions of Americans who are not even
names of all children who intend
August 8th, is scheduled, at which
Thursday morning.
It is a farewell expression to Rev. the
His horse
nominally affiliated with churches
to enter the new St. George school Roy will attempt
to retrieve the reand Mrs. O. W. Hearn and 'family on
fell
crushing
him
on
pelvic
tht
not
presents a crisis, not of churches,
in September be sent to him by the
cord lost last Sunday at 'Springer,
the eve of their departure for Las
with- the grades of
and charac- bones and causing internal injuparents,
creeds,
of
morals
but
of
together
Vegas. When the affair was inspired
when that town romped on them to
ter and freedom, 8,000 laymen of the ry. His neighbors, Hal Warner
the children. It is necessary to have the tune of 8 to 1.
the first thing apparent was that it
Unitarian church have- combined in and W, C. Yarbrough brought
this information as soon as possible,
Roy went with a picked-ucould not be merely a church recepteam
"A Statement to the Country", in
in order to make arrangements for
to fill vacancies and were not prehim to the Plumlee Hospital and
tion, for Rev. Hearn has been too
which they say: "No man of insight
books and other school equipment.
pared
play
to
much a factor in the life of the town
against the $20 Trinall
is being done for him that 13
is now certain that the school build
can look at a fact like this and not
idad pitcher of the Springer team.
outside the church to admit of even It
possible.
dedichange,
historic
a
understand that
ing which had been blessed and
his own congregation claiming this
This game Sunday will be for real
cated a few weeks ago, will be ready
its
and perhaps
grievous
Bp.11

g

ceeded to canvass the minutes of the
work done during the last month,
finding it very good and satisfactory
to all members. All members were
present. A considerable mass of correspondence was taken up in order
and disposed of.
the Lucero building
The lease-ofor school purposes was unanimously
approved and appreciation expressed
for the work of the president, R. Lopez, in securing same.
Two applicants for the position of
primary teacher were considered, others for which the board had deferred
action having been withdrawn. The
position was unanimously awarded to
Miss Mamie Harris, of Fort Sumner,
N. M., who has a splendid record of
primary work at Fort Sumner and
other points and unquestioned recommendations.
Four candidates for the position of
principal were considered, all of them
with the best of references and recommendations. The board decided
upon the application of Mr. Cameral
Bazzil, of East Las Vegas, as the
most suitable although all were very
desirable and a second choice could
easily be made from among them.
The teaching force, if these two
accept the appointment will be as follows:
Cameron Bazzil, principal, 9th and
10th grades; Miss Ernestine C.
7th and 8th grades; Miss
Lena Lusk, 5th and 6th grades; Miss
Leda Schnell, 3rd and 4th grades;
MissTillle Branch SC3nd Grade,
Miss Mamie Harris, primary.
School will start September 6th,
unless unforseen reasons prevent.
f

Grze-lachows-

Street Commissioner R. C. Grunig
got out the truck and dragged the
streets after the rain Tuesday morning. That is sure the thing to make
roads with.
The Roy well is down to the end
of its rope and Mr. Bagwell is waiting till more rope can be secured to
go down with it. There can be no
stopping now until we either get water or know we can't.

Raymond Pendleton has purchased
four lots on the new resMence street
being developed by Mr. F. S. Strick
land and has a castle in the air which
he will, ere long, pull down onto these
lots and live in.
Rev. O. W. Hearn will preach at
the Christian church next Sunday
morning and evening. This will be
his last sermons as pastor of the
church here. All are invited to attend. Many friends hope he will still
visit us occasionally as a guest and he
is leaving with the hope and expectation that he will be welcomed as a
guest in the town which has so long
been home to him and his family.

-

p

.

right to him selfishly, so the plans
were extended to include all who recognize and appreciate all he has
been to the town and community.
Accordingly all are to have a part
in the reception.
Great quantities
of ice cream and cake have been provided and a program committee has
been busy rounding up talent for an
entertaining session. It is understood
by ail that this is to be an attempt to
express at this time much of what the
community has known and felt but
which it has been tardy in exDressine
of appreciation of these sincere work
ers who have labored so lonir and
faithfully among us.
All are invited to this receDtion at
the Christian church Fridav evening.
August 3rd. You will be allowed to
assist with the entertainment and re
freshments both as well as enjoy
them.

'

The Mesa
Co. has
prevailed upon Wolcott L. Russell, to
accept, tentatively, the position of
Manager for the business thev nlan
to start in the near future in Roy.
Mr. Russell still has his own busi
ness- of selling tractors, autos and
other farm machinery to attend to,
but he has consented to assist the Coop., for a time at least, until suitable
arrangements can be made. The con
tractors are getting along fine with
tftti new elevator, and will be readv
to handle wheat as soon as the bulk of
it will be marketed. Most of the
wheat crop is being stored and will
quietly wait till 'the manipulators are
through with the market.
It will take a rather long run of
manufactured financial depression to
force this crop all onto the market at
a low price.
Roy will in future have a jeweler,
Mr. C. E. Hobson, of Fremont, Iowa,
has decided to locate here and has
leased a window in the Spanish-Ame- r
ican office where he will install his
modern outfit of jewels and watch repairs, tools and supplies, as well as a

line of watchesclocks and jewelry.
Mr. Hobson has many years of experience in his line and comes with
the best of recommendations, but relies on his skill, experience and pleas-an- t
business relations with all to get
and hold the business in Roy.
His equipment will all be here and
he will be ready for business Monday,
August 9th. In the meantime he is
already receiving a lot of work anThe most acceptable remembrance ticipating his readiness to take care
we have received of late was a box of of it.
superb cherries, great big black-reAl Hanson is down from Springer
fellows with a flavor all their own
the gift of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Sar- this week helping with the managegent, of South Tacoma, Washington ment of the Roy Trading Co. store.
The letter accompanying the box Al has been in charge of a mass of
expresses regret that we might not detail work so long that he finds
have samples of a dozen other variet- time to attend to much of it yet in
ies in which they revel. Mr. Sar his position higher up. His training
gent is still a jewelry salesman, and has been such that he can oversee two
the Griner Sisters are camping out stores and have the details of both at
picking raspberries and other wild his fingertips all the time.
d

fruit.

Will Gilstrap has leased his farm
They claim to be in the greatest
cherry country in the world and the for wheat to a tractor farmer and
sample convinces us. Greeting is sent went ojit to start putting in a crop
Tuesday.
to all friends here.

New

New Mexico,

Base

lar

We invite

Mora County.

your attention

to--

The

OVERLAND FOUR Auto

and the
MAI TAG Power Washing Machines.

Let us demonstrate

Russel Company
ROY

winnings and a good, clean game,
classes as soon as the other school
played by the players, with no scoring
of the town resumes, about Septem
done by the umpires.
ber 6th.
The Sisters of St. Dominic will be
The special meeting of the Odd Felin charge.
lows last week resulted in a decision
A son of J. W. Robinson arrived to just get busy and make Lodge so
here last week and will locate as a interesting that all will want to come

for

plasterer and cement worker. He rather than adopt any of the methods
suggested for inducing attendance.
comes with the best of recommendations and will be á welcome addition That's the true spirit of fraternity.
to our rather short list of builder
perts.

ex-

Penalties or prizes are alike out of
place. Service is its own reward.

injury
ominous of disaster is befalling this
heir and hope of the ages, the United
States of our Republic."
Recent and authoritative surveys
reveal the unsuspected and alarming
fact that the unchurched are now in
a considerable majority in the United
States. The Unitarian laymen address themselves impartially to both
groups, to those who are affiliated
with the church as well as to those
who are not. From the statement
that "the proselyting busybody is
abhorrent to our spirit and unknown
to our tradition", plus the repetition
that "we would disturb no man's sincere convictions, nor disparage the
work which any church is doing",
"We earnestly hope that our fellow
citizens who believe in the historic
creeds and desire them will enter
the churches that teach them. We
wish these churches well. They are
indispensible in maintaining the great
tradjton, and in meeting present
needs. But you, fellow Americans,
who cannot enter by the gateway of a
creed, yet who are distressed by your
churchlessness, and are aware of the
necessity of religion in the face of
our threatened spiritual danger and
desolation, you and your children we
invite and welcome to Unitarain
Christianity a church that, whatever
its faults, is liberal and simple, kindred to the spirit of Jesus, and one
with the spirit of America."
How they propose to do it is by
spreading among Americans everywhere the faith that is in themselves.
They aim to spread among the
or more unchurched Americans a knowledge of Unitarian principles, which are generally stated as
belief in:
Tfie Páthérhood Of God,' the Brb
therhood of Man, the Leadership of
Jesus, Salvation by Character, and
the Progress of Mankind onward and
upward forever."
in

Joe Lopez and Manuel Valdez,
of Wogon Mound, came to Roy
Friday to attend the Fair meeting as representatives from their
town.
The plan to hold the Democrat
convention at Roy has been chan
ged in the interest of expediency
The delegates will meet in the
county convention at Mora Aug.
23d and then stop at Las Vegas
for the state convention on the
way home, Aug. 24th.

The Santa Fe Fiesta, the historical
pageant in which is
some
of the thrilling scenes of a history
older than that of any of the Atlantic
states, will be held September 13th
Mr. Dodds. a son of the under-tak- er
and 14th. It will be spectacular, as
J. C Dodds is working at
well
as educational, and will be well
Elmer Neill and family arrived
worth
managing
your
Liberty
so
vacation
Garage. He is an exthe
that
from Hilldale, Indiana, Sunday in a
pert auto mechanic.
new Dodge car in which they made you can witness it.
the 1,700 miles in 10 days and burnA heavy rain to the north of Roy
ed but 80 gallons of gasoline.
Malaquias Baca, formerly of
Sunday
wet up all the country as far
They now know that they will nevRoy
and Mosquero, but now one
er live in the east again and are look- as Springer and Gladstone, Monday a
rain
from
the
southeast
to
of
seems
have
the
attaches of the Internal
ing for a location. Elmer talks of
finished
mesa
the
in
that
direction,
Revenue
Collector's office and liv
getting land under the Springer ditch,
but he may remain here on the mesa. so that it had the effect of a general
ing at Santa Fe, is in town thi3
Many friends are glad to have them rain with Roy under the edge of both.
week on official business.
Mrs.
It will help a lot with the plowing as
back here where they belong.
Baca is coming soon and they are
it was too dry for plowing almost all
going to visit friends here.
We are in receipt of an invitation over. Most of the wheat is harvested
to the19th annual Reunion of the and that which is still standing was
"Old Associates of Coal Creek, Iowa." benefitted rather than injured by the
Miss Elsye Hoelz, of Dawson,
This is a community affair instituted rain.
is the guest of Mrs. R. E.
by the younger generation of Quak
this week. She is remem.
ers, among whom we spent our childJ. " E. Wildman returned Sunday
bered as former teacher in the
hood and youth, and from whom we from Missouri, where they went to
Roy Schools.
received much of the better part of bury their son and is in charge of the
store again. He drove from Springer
our early ideals.
The invitation brings up a train of through the mud to reach "here SunIf you have a good piece of
reminiscence which is, in the main, day evening.
you want to sell quick-L- ist
land
pleasant, and while we would not exit ,with-- change our mesa, climate and friends
Roy
The üil'álé Kid nine ame-tJ. E. BUSEY. Roy.
here for them again, we do warm up Saturday and played the Roy Juvento a world which is so good that the ile Tigers .losing the game to them 1
"Old Associates" are just common to 4. It was as fast and furious a
If you want to sell your farm
people in it.
game as the big boys can play and
list it with
made up in enthusiasm what it lacked
J. E. BUSEY.
The Mills Developer is on deck in other things.
The Floersheim Co. has reorganized
sleep
again after a
its working force. The store remains
Karl Guthman and family left
Mr.
of only two or three weeks.
under the same department heads, Tuesday for Bisbee, Ariz., where he
Forbes C. Spencer is the owner and
RESOLUTIONS OF CONDOLENCE but the ice business is all handled is to take charge of a chain of four
editor. We haven't met him as yet,
by the Market Dept., and the lumber company stores. He has been in trainbut his first issue proves to us that
Whereas The hand of Divine and tractors will all be in charge of ing in Dawson for ten years for this
he is not a novice in the newspaper Providence has been heavy upon our Mr. Barrett in future. Each departbusiness. Here's the glad hand to brother, J. E. Wildman and his estim- ment will be handledseparately from position.
him and congratulations to the Mills able wife, in the illness and the tak- the others in the interest of efficiency
Pigs for Sal- e- Poland Chinas.
community.
ing away by death of their only and and economy.
Mrs. C. E. NARANJO.
well beloved son, Jervis Wildman,
Neis Benson had an experience last
Dr. Plumlee arid brother returned
and
week which will teach him a lesson in
J. W. Johnson is sick at the
Whereas The ties of Fraternity Tuesday from Denver, where his
caution. He picked up a man from and covenants of a deathless Friend- brother has been in a hospital. He hotel in Roy. he has not been in
the road recently and taught him to ship, as well as the common bond of 3 much improved.
good health all summer.
him a good
'drive his tractor,-givin- g
human sorrow, bind us so closely to
job and good pay. Friday he let the
this, our Brother, that his sorrow is,
I will scatter poison
CARD OF THANKS
NOTICE:
fellow have his car to come to town in a measure, ours, as has been our
and gave him a signed check to the pleasures and joys, in a measure, mucorn in the Roy Cemetery to kill
We wish to publicly express our burrowing rodents.
Continental Oil Co. with which to buy tual thprpfnrp 'ha it.
,
a barrel of oil and bring back. The
By Acacia Lodge, No. gratitude for the many kindness-53John R. Nutter.
Resolved
tramp failed to come back and Neis
bereavement
our
in
&
us
M.,
Homestead
'shown
A.
and
es
A. F.
came in to find his car had been left Lodge, No. 46, I. O. O. F., of Roy,
fljg
beloved Son,
Remember the Fair Meeting at
at the shed,.but the man was gone and N. M., jointly and in the practice and jn - oss 0f our
sympa-IJJSaturday P. M. That new
the
Especially
Roy
for
l
Jevlthe check had been altered to read to
'
by
the
beautiful
expressed
the tramp instead of the Oil Co. and
"Kanred" seed Wheat plan also
the amount filled in, $85.00, which hereby proffer to our Brother and floral tributes from Church and deserves your attention.
he had secured at the bank and "beat
County Agt. Kroning and Prof
his wife, our deepest sympathy in lodges.
it".
promising
great
the
over
sorrow,
their
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. WILDMAN, Trumbull will be present.
Tracers are after him but he had a
young life, which was committed to
long start and the best that Neis can
their keeping for a while and requirhope is that he will be caught and reed of them again, by a wise Provformed by law.
idence beyond our mortal ken.
Resolved
That we cannot rely on
Miss Tillie Branch returned Sunto express our sentiments
words
mere
day from Las Vegas Normal, where
toward them no more than can they
she earned and secured her First
depend upon mortal sympathy and
Grade certificate as a teacher. She
counsel in their hours of sorrow. We
will rest up and be ready to assume
commend them to that Suher duties in the Roy schools this fall. therefore
preme Power which can express pity
consolation when the
Doc McCargo has moved his, clean- and give
wisdom of man faileth.
strength
and
the
from
ing and pressing business
Aug. 7
Market building to the And be it fufther
Robinson
resolutions
these
Resolved
That
'
will
he
Deubler Picture gallery, where
10c Bar
Palm-Oliv- e
Soap,
occupy the rear rooms and continue be declared the sentiment of our
bars, 25c
keeping the clothes of the town look- lodges, that they be entered of record
Pearl White Soap,
as such, a copy given to our bereaved
ing their best.
65c, Can
Bon Bon Baking Powder, 80oz.
Brother as a memorial, and,, that the
our
know
of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Schultz are the world at large may
241b,
"
50c.
"
" "
proud and happy parents of a fine Fraternal bond, they be published in
"
20c.
"
"
25oz.
"
baby girl born Tuesday morning; at the local newspaper.
t
43,
NO.
LODGE
ACACIA
(SIGNED)
the Plumlee Hospital.
20c. Can
Van Camp.s Pumpkin, No.3,
A. F. & A. M.,
We may now take a few liberties in
M. D. Gibbs,
35c, Can
the hope that Frank will be so good
Heinz Pork and Beans, (large size)
Beck,
W.
J.
put
our
us,
arrest
won't
he
natured
23c. lb.
Figs, Dried.
Irvin Ogden,
cow in the "dog pond" or otherwise
Committee.
be severe with petty violations of the
(Watch this space every week.)
HOMESTEAD LODGE, NO. 46,
Ordinances. Here's hoping the youn?
I. O. O. F.
lady will inherit and develope nil ihe
W. L. Russel,
good qualities 6f her dad along with
M. D. Gibbs,
the good looks and talent she Viil get
Irvin Ogden,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"
from her mother.
Committee.

Attorney J. B. Lusk and family returned Monday from their auto trip
to Texas and eastern points. They
had a fine time and improved his
rheumatism immensely.

a

All-dred-

'
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Saturday Only
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ROY TRADING COMPANY,
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

fied that Luck is being taken into the
hills, so they can picket the trails."
"How do you know he is being taken

there?"
"I don't know.

I guess. Blackwell
He knows every nook of the
The party left here not two
hours since, looks like."
Curly put the newspaper In his pocket and led the way back to the store.
"The birds have flown, Dick. Made
their getaway through the alley late
this afternoon, probably Just after it
got dark." He turned to the woman.
"Mrs. Wylie, murder is going to be
done, I shouldn't wonder. And you're
liable to be held guilty of it unless
you tell us all you know."
She began to weep, helplessly, but
too.
with a sort of stubbornness,
Frightened she certainly was, but some
greater fear held her silent as to the
secret. "I don't know anything about
it," she repeated over and over.
Maloney had an Inspiration.
He
spoke in a low voice to Curly. "Let's
take her to the hotel. Miss Kate will
know how to get it out of her better
than we can."
Mrs. Wylle went with them quietly
enough. She was shaken with fears,
but still resolute not to speak. They
might send her to prison. She would
tell them nothing nothing at all. For
some one who had made terror the
habit of her life had put the fear of
death Into her soul.
is in
hills.

1

CROOKED TRAILS

STRAIGHT
Millam MacLeodJPaino
COPYRIGHT,
BY"

i

CHAPTER

IV.

G.W.DILL.TNGHAJ4

Continued.

COMPANY

at the door with his
"By the way, I've got
some news I forgot. I know where
your father got the money to pay his
poker debts. Mr. Jordan of the Cattlemen's National made him a personal loan. He figured It would not
hurt the bank because the three men
Luck paid it to would deposit it with
the bank again."
"By George, that's what we did, too,
every last one of us," his uncle adCurly turned

warm smile.

11

Flandrau strolled back to town along
El Molino street and down Main. He
had Just crossed the old Spanish plaza
when his absorbed gaze tell on .a sign
that brought him up short In front of
a cigar store stretched across the sidewalk a painted picture of a Jack of
hearts. The same name was on the
window.

Fifty yards behind hlra was the Silver Dollar guloon, where Luck Culllson
had last been seen on his way to the
Del Mar one hundred and fifty yards
In front of him.
Somewhere wltbia
that distance ef two hundred yarda
the owner of the Circle C had vanished from the sight of men. The
evidence showed he had not reached
the hotel, for a cattle buyer had been
waiting there to talk with him. His
testimony, as well as that of the hotel

mitted.
"Every little helps," Kate said, and
her little double nod thanked Curly.
Moloney met them in front of the
Jack of Hearts.
"Dick, you go with me Inside. Uncle
Alec, will you keep guard outside?"
"No, bub, I won't. I knew Luck
before you were walking bowlegged,"
the old cattleman answered brusquely.

Curly grinned.
"All right Don't
clerk, was positive.
blame me If you get shot up."
Could this little store, the Jack of
Mrs. Wylle's startled eyes told tales
Hearts, be the central point of the
when she saw the three men. Her
mystery? In his search for Informawas ashen.
tion Curly hod already been In it, had face
"I'm here to play trumps, Mrs. Wybought a cigar, and had stopped to
talk with Mrs. Wylle, the proprietor. lle. What secret has the Jock of
young
She was a washed-ou- t
little woman Hearts got hidden from us?"
eyes
who had once been pretty. She had Flnndrau demanded, his hard
protested with absurd earnestness fastened to her timorous ones.
"I I I don't know what you mean."
that she had seen nothing of Mr. Cul"No use. We're here for business.
llson. A single glance had been enough
to dismiss her from any possible sus- Dick, you stay with her. Don't let
her leave or shout a warning."
picion.
He passed into the back room,
Now Curly stepped In a second time.
The frightened gaze of Mrs. Wylie which was a kind of combination livfastened upon him Instantly. He ob- ing room, kitchen and bedroom. A
served that her hand moved instinc- door led from the rear Into a back
yard littered with empty packing
tively to her heart. Beyond question
she was in fear. A flash of light clari- cases, garbage cans and waste paper.
fied his mind. She was a conspirator, After taking a look around the yard
but an unwilling one. Possibly she he locked the back door noiselessly.
There was no other apparent exit from
might be the author of the anonymous
except the one
the kitchen-bedroowarnings sent Bolt.
The young vaquero subscribed for a by which he and his uncle had Almagazine and paid her the money. tered from the shop. But he knew
Tremblingly she filled out the receipt. the place must have a cellar, and his
He glanced at the slip and handed it Inspection of the yard had showed no
entrance there.
He drew back the
back.
"Just write below the signature 'of Navajo rug that covered the floor and
"trap
the Jack of Hearts,' so that I'll re- found one of the
member where I paid the money If doors some cheap bouses have. Into
the magazine doesn't come," he sug- this was fitted an iron ring with which
to lift it.
gested.
From the darkness below came no
She did so, and Curly put the reHe sound, but Curly's Imagination conceipt in his pocket carelessly.
sauntered leisurely to the hotel, but ceived the place as full of shining
as soon as he could get into a tele- eyes glaring up at him. Any bad men
down there already had the drop on
phone booth his llstlessness vanished.
Therefore neither Curly nor
Moloney had returned to town and he them.
telephoned him to get Mackenzie at his uncle made the mistake of drawonce and watch the Jack of Hearts ing a weapon.
"I'm coming down, boys," young
in front and rear. Before he left the
Flandrau announced in a quiet confibooth Curly had. compared the writing of Mrs. Wylie with that on the dent voice. "The place Is surrounded
sheet that had come by special de- by our friends and it won't do you a
Beyond question the same whole lot of good to shoot me up. I'd
livery.
advise you not to be too impulsive."
person had written both.
He descended the steps, his face
Certainly Mrs. Wylie was not warning the sheriff against herself. Then like a stone wall for all the emotion it
against whom? He must know her recorded. At his heels came the older
antecedents, and at once. Calling up man. Curly struck a match, found an
a local detective agency, he asked the electric bulb above his head and
manager to let him know within an turned the button. Instantly the darkhour or two all that could be found ness was driven from the cellar.
The two Flandraus were quite alone
out about the woman without alarmin the room. For furniture there was
ing her.
"Wait a moment. I think we have a table, a cot which had been slept In
her on file. Hold the 'phone." The and not made np, and a couple of
detective presently returned. "Yes. rough chairs. The place had no wln- We can give you the facts. Will you
'
come to the office for them?"
Fifteen minutes later Curly knew
that Mrs. Wylle was the divorced wife
of Lute Blackwell.
He returned to the Del Mar and
sent his name up to Miss Culllson.
With Kate and Bob there was also in
the room Alec Flandruu.
The girl came forward lightly to
meet him. "Have you heard something?" she asked quickly.
"Yes. Tell me, when did your father last meet Lute Blackwell so far
as you know?"
The owner of the Map of Texas answered the question of his nephew.
"He met him the other day. Let's
see. It was right after the big poker
game. We met him downstairs here.
Luck had to straighten out some notions he had got."
"How?"
Flandrau, Senior, told the story of
the hotel lobby.
what had occurred-I"And you say he swore to get even?"
And he
"That's what he said.
looked like he meant It, too."
"What is it? What have you found
out?" Kate Implored.
The young man told about the letters and Mrs. Wylle.
"We've got to get a move on us," From
the Darkness Below Came No
he concluded. "For If Lute Blackwell
Sound.
did this thing to your father it's
dows, no means of ventilation except
mighty serious for him."
Kate was white to the lips, but in through the trap door. "Yet there were
no danger of breaking down. "Yes, if evidences to show that It had recently
cigars
this man is in it he would not stop been inhabited.
littered the floor. A pack of cards lay
at less than murder. But I don't
I know father is alive. Cass In disorder on the table. The Sentinel
7endrick is the man we want I'm with date line of that day lay tossed
In a corner.
ure of it."
"Make anything out of it?" the
"First thing Is to search the Jack
ht Hearts and see what's there. Are older Flandrau asked.
you with me. Uncle Alec?"
"He's been here, but they've taken
I sure am, Curly," and he reached ilm away. Will you cover the telephoning? Have all the ranchea noti
for his hat.

Half-smoke- d

be-ll-

it

it

CHAPTER

V.

A Meesage In Cipher.

ized. She gave him money, and hi
came for more and more."
Curly nodded. He said nothing, but
his strong Jaws clamped.
"He was there that day," the girl
continued. "She plucked up courage
to refuse him what little she had left
because she needed it for the rent He
got hold of her arm and twisted it
Father heard her cry and came in,
Blackwell was behind the door as it
opened. He struck with a loaded cane
and father fell unconscious. He raised
It to strike again, but she clung to bis
arm and called for help. Before he
could shake her off another man came
in. He wrenched the club away."
"Fendrlck?" breathed Curly.
"She doesn't know. But the first
thing be did was to lock the outer door
and take the key. They carried father
down into the cellar. Before he came
to himself his hands were tied behind
his back."
,

Mm day and night
Fendrlck himself did not go near the
place If It was Fendrlck. Blackwell
swore to kill Mrs. Wylle if she told.
They held him there till tonight She
thinks they were trying to get father
to sign some paper."
"The relinquishment, of course,
That means the other man was Fendrlck."
Kate nodded. "Yes."
Curly rose. The muscles stood out
in his Jaw hard ns steel ropes.
"We'll rake the Rlncons with a fine
tooth comb. Don't you worry. I've al
ready wired for Bucky O'Connor to
come and help. We'll get your father
out of the hands of those hell hounds.
Won't we. Dick?"
The g'rl's eyes admired him, a lean,
Westerner, with eyes as
unblinking as an Arizona sun and with
muscles like wire springs.
His face
still held Its boyishness, but It had
lost forever the Irresponsibility of a
few months before. She saw in him
an Iron will, shrewdness, courage and
resource.
Out of ten thousand men
there were none whose voice drummed
on her heartstrings as did that of this
youth.
hnrd-bltte-
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Weed Seeds Found In Wheat May Seriously Affect Its Value.
The percentage of dockage Is

an essential factor In arriving
at the true value of a lot of
wheat. This dockage may consist of either useful or harmful
foreign materials.
The various methods of handling doc!ge should be carefully Investigated and tlie one
that Is best suited to the needs
of the local conditions should be
adopted.
When a lurge percentage of
dockage Is present in wheat It Is
advisable to remove It on the
farm or at the point of shipment
and thus avoid paying the freight
for the dirt, chaff, weed seeds,
etc., on the basis of the rate for

The dockage Is separated from this
sample by screening with
the proper hand sieves or by using an
approved cleaning device such, as is
described under the heading "Detailed
Description of the Method of Determining Dockage."
The dockage so
separated Is weighed and the percentage Is found, based on the total
weight of the sample Including the
dockage.
If the amount of dockage
Is below 1 per cent It is disregarded.
f
For example, if only
of 1 per
cent foreign material Is so separated
no dockage is assessed.
This one-haof 1 per cent, however, would not
1,000-gra-

one-hal-

lf

wheat.
The farmer should get a higher numerical grade for his wheat
under the dockage system of the
federal grades than he would under a system of grading that
does not require a determination
for dockage but lowers the
grade on account of the total
foreign materlul present In the
wheat marketed at country
points.
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The dockage system In opera-

tion protects the farmer from
the possibility of low prices
fixed by the local buyer In order to insure a safe purchase on
a

flat-rat- e

basis.

Write the bureau of markets,
United States department of agriculture, Washington, for a bulletin discussing "Dockage Under
the Federal Wheat Grades," It
will be sent free on request.
In grading wheat under the federal
standards one of the fundamental
principles Is to determine the numerical grade on a dockage-frebasis;
that Is, the dockage is first removed
from the sample and the grade determination is made on the clean or dockagwheat. A few exceptions to
e-free
this principle are noted in the followe

ing pages.
What is dockage7 It is the foreign
material screened from a sample of
wheat to be graded, by the use of appropriate hand sieves or other cleaning devices, such as those approved
by the United States department of
agriculture. It consists of sand, dirt,
weed seeds, weed stems, chaff, straw,
grain other than wheat, any other foreign material, and in certain cases
some finely' broken and small shriv
eled kernels of wheat.
I figured they would be."
The purpose of the dockage provi
The former convict leaned forward
angrily. "Lemme see that paper."
sion In the wheat standards Is to enaHis guest handed It over, an Index ble the person grading the representafinger pointing out the Item. "Large tive sample to determine the approxi- as Ufe, Blackwell. No, sir. You
didn't ride herd proper on that
opportunity."
"Don't be too sure It's gone, Mr.
Sheriff."
"They've got you dead to rights.
Bead that personal again. Learn It
by heart. 'The friends of L. C. give
warning.' You better believe they're
rounding up your outfit. They know
I'm alive.' They know all about the
Jack of Hearts. Pretty soon they'll
Core
Binkdra
SpIt
know where you've got me hidden."
"You'd better pray they won't. Foi
if they find the nest It will be emptyi
Look out of that window behind you."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

"Read that right ahead."
Dick did not quite get the Idea, but
Kate, tense with excitement, took the
envelope and read aloud:
"Luck
prisoner Juck of Hearts
now Saguache locked up pending
a disposition of his case
succeeded
In surprising him." She looked up with
shining eyes. "He's alive somewhere.
We'll save him now."
Curly spoke to her In a low voice.
"You have a talk w'th Mrs. Wylle
alone. We'll pull our freights. She'll
tell you what she knows." He smiled
In his gentle, winning way. "She's sure
had a tough time of it if ever a wom
an had. I reckon a little kindness Is
Getting Gold Out of Australia.
what she needs. Let her see we're her
Australia forbids the export of gold
friends and will stand by her, that we
won't let her come to harm because without authority, but the Chinese
land on a
who go back to tbeir-owshe talks."
It was an hour before 'Kate Joined visit show considerable Ingenuity In
them, and her eyes, though they were taking away the coveted sovereign. Revery bright, told tales of tears that had cently customs inspectors made a rich
haul in a raisin jar, the back of a
been shed.
"That poor woman! She has told .shaving mirror, an alarm clock and the
leather band of a bat The Chinese
me everything. Father has been down
cheerfully paid the fines imposed on
In that cellar for days under a guard.
They took him away tonight She them and were delighted when the
doesn't know where. It was she sent confiscated gold was returned to them.
the warnings to Sheriff Bolt She
Thread of Interest
wanted him to raid the place, but she
"This cook book ought to be popudared not go to him."
'
"Because of Blackwell?"
lar."
"Why sor
"Yes. He came straight to her as
soon as he was freed from the peniten"There's a love story mixed la with
tiary. He had bar completely terror the Nclpes."
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"And then?"
"They watched

While Kate listened to what Curly
had to tell her the durk eyes of the
girl were fastened upon the trembling
little woman standing near the door.
"Do you mean that she Is.. going to
let my father be killed rather than tell
Her voice was
what she knows?"
sharply Incredulous, touched with a
horror scarcely realized.
"I I don't know anything about it"
the harassed woman iterated.
"What's the use of saying that when
we know you do? And you'll not get
out of it by sobbing. You've got to
talk. You've got to tell you've Just
got to," Kate Insisted.
The little woman shrank before the
Two men sat in a log cabin on oppoenergy of a passion so vital. No site sides of a cheap table. One of them
strength was. in her to fight But she was Immersed in a newspaper. His
could and did offer the passive resistbody was relaxed, his mind apparently
ance of obstinate silence.
at ease. The other watched hlra
Curly had drawn from his pocket the malevolently. His fingers caressed the
newspaper found in the cellar. His handle of a revolver that protruded
eyes had searched for the date line to from the holster at his side. He would
use as cumulative evidence, but they have liked nothing better than to have
had remained fastened to one story. drawn it and sent a bullet crashing
Now he spoke imperatively.
Into the unperturbed brain of his pris
"Come here, Miss Kate. I believe
oner.
this is a message to us."
There were reasons of policy why
"A message?"
It were better to curb this fascinating
"From your father, perhaps."
desire, but sometimes the impulse to
"How could it be?"
kill surged up almost uncontrollably.
"I found 'the paper In the cellar On these occasions Luck Culllson was
where he was. See how some of these usually "deviling" hlra, the only diverwords are scored. Done with a finger sion that had been oped to the ranchnail, looks like."
man for some days past.
This was the paragraph upon which
From time to time as Luck read he
his gaze had fastened, and the words commented genially on the news.
and letters were scored sharply as
Blackwell merely scowled. Given his
shown below, though In the case of way, Culllson would not be here to
single letters the mark ran through read the Sentinel. But the brains of
them Instead of underneath, evidently the conspiracy had ruled otherwise
that no mistake might be made as to and insisted, too, upon . decent treatwhich was meant:
ment With one ankle securely tied to
a leg of the table there was no danger
J. P. Kelly of the ranger force In freeing the hands of the cattleman,
reports over the telephone that by but his hosts saw that never for an inunexpected good luck he has suc- stant were hands and feet at liberty together. For this man was not the one
ceeded in taking prisoner the with whom to take chances.
notorious Jack Foster of itiirmo-si- ll
Culllson read on:
a
"'Lieutenant O'Connor of the
and the fincóos noforiety
rangers left town today for a
and i now bringing him to Sag,
short trip into the hills, where be exuache where he will be locked up pects to spend a few days bunting.'
encime a disposition ot ms case. Hunting what do you reckon? Or
hunting who, I should say. Ever meet
Uy succeeded in surprising hjm
No, I
while he was eating dinner at a Bucky O'Connor, Blackwell?
reckon not. He's since your time. A
road-hous- e
just this side crackerjack, tool Wonder if Bucky
Mexican
of the border.
ain't after some friends of mine?"
"Shut up," growled the other.
"Do you make It out?" Maloney
"Sure you'll shut up when Bucky
asked, looking over their shoulders.
lands on you," retorted Luck cheerfulCurly took a pencil and an envelope
ly. Then, with a sudden whoop:
from his pocket. On the latter he Jot"Hello, here's a personal to your adted down some words and handed the
Listen. 'The friends of L. C
dress.
paper to his friend. This was what
serve notice that what occurred at the
Maloney read:
Jack of Hearts Is known. Any violence
hereafter done to him will be paid for
luck
to the limit. No guilty man will es.
.. prisoner . . .Juck. . . .of He
a cape.' So the boys are getting busy.

s now
t
....It
Saguache
locked up pending
a disposition of his cuse
succeeded in surprising him

DOCKAGE PLAN OF FEDERAL GRADES
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Various Weed Seeds.
be returned to the sample used In de
termining the grade. If 1V4 per cent
of dockage Is separated, 1 per cent of
dockage would be indicated In assigning the grade.
After the dockage is removed the
clean sample is used In determining
the grade, save for a few exceptions.
Dockage does not affect the grade assigned to the wheat. If 1 per cent or
more of separable foreign material is
found, dockage is assessed. In Inspection certificates it is indicated imme-

diately after the statement of the
grade designation, as "No. 1 northern
spring, dockage 1 per cent" "No. 1
northern spring, dockage 2 per cent"
"No. 2 red winter, dockage 1 per cent"

etc.

Foreign Material In Wheat
The foreign material usually found
In wheat may become mixed with the
wheat while growing, or with the
grain at the time of threshing, or in
the elevator or other place of storage
during the various processes of handling or marketing.
The presence of
foreign material In wheat at the time
of threshing may be the result of Impure seed, or of certain weather conditions which are unfavorable to the
growth of wheat plants but favorable
to the growth of weeds. If the seed
Is carefully selected, cleaned, tested
and treated before planting, If care Is
exercised in the cultivation and crop
rotation, and If the wheat is carefully
threshed and cleaned at the time of
threshing, there should be ordinarily
very little foreign material present
when the crop Is marketed. The. foreign material in wheat may seriously
affect its value in that it often Increases the cost of milling and causes
injury to the baking qualities of flour.

Therefore, that factor Is considered In
the Inspecting and grading of wheat.
The amount of dockage present has a
bearing upon the commercial value of
a lot of wheat.
Especially when
present in large amounts, it Is a factor of considerable Importance to the
Rice
Or in Snrghu-01.
parties Interested in the marketing or
storage of grain.
There are two terms in the federal
Cereal Grain Seeds.
wheat standards which apply to
aiate amount of easily separated for
material "dockage" and "foreign
eign material that Is In the lot , of material other than dockage." "Dockwheat. Dockage Is therefore approx- - age" Is the foreign
material that is
'mately the percentage of foreign ma- separated from the sample of wheat
can
be readily removed by the correct use of appropriate hand
terial which
from the lot of wheat by the ordinary sieves. "Foreign material
other than
commercial types of cleaning machindockage" is the foreign material that
ery commonly found in grain elevators is not separated in
the screening and
and mills.
remains In the dockage-fre- e
sample.
The dockage test Is made ordinarily "Dockage" does not affect the grade,
by weighing about 1,000 grams of but sometimes does affect
the weight
wheat (about two and
of the wheat to be sold. "Foreign mapounds), which should constitute a terial other than dockage" Is a factor
representative sample.
Grams are in the grading, and definite percentused instead of other units for ease ages are permitted within each nua determining percentages.
merical grade.
.
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Somé More Truths.
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you use a steam shovel to move a pebble? Certainly not. Implements
according to the work they have to do.
are
remedy for your baby's ills?; Certainly cor.
.Would you use a grown-up- 's
Remedies are prepared according to the work THEY have to do.

WOULD

i

All this is preliminary to reminding you that Fletcher's Castoria was sought
And let
out, found and is prepared solely as a remedy for Infants and Children.
d
stuff that
this be a warning against Substitutes, Counterfeits and the
babe.
the
little
for
may be all right for you in all your strength, but dangerous
that lies within your heart cries out to you: Be true to
All the mother-lov- e
Baby. And being true to Baby you will keep in the house remedies specially
prepared for babies as you would a baby's food, hairbrush, tootbrush or sponge.
Just-as-goo-

Fop

Children Cry
1 Soldiers and sailors parading at the Chester W. Chapín farm at Towners, N. Y., which has been donated
as a convalescent camp for service men. 2 Thomas Fortune Ryan, who has gone to Europe supposedly to buy
3 American Olympic team marching to the vesthe French tobacco monopoly for an American syndicate.
sel that takes it to Antwerp.

HEWS REVIEW OF
CURRENTEVEflTS
Must Accept
Terms if They Want to
Negotiate Peace.

Bolsheviki

Miiler-and-

LUDENDORFF

OFFERS

's

ARMY

Will Provide a Million German
Fight Russia, on Conditions
Armistice for Poland Villa
Surrenders, Cantu Rebels,

to

In Mexico.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

The dove of peace Is being treated
roughly In Europe. Every time one
nation puts up a nice perch for her
to alight upon, some other nation
shoos her away, Insisting that she
must sit on Us perch or stay up In the

air.
Premier Lloyd George thought he
had found the way of peace with the
Russian bolfihevlltf and went to Boulogne to tell Premier Millerand all
about It and to get his Indorsement
But Millerand had his own Ideas, and
the result was that the little Welshman hurried home, virtually admitting
that the Frenchman's plans must pre-

vail. Briefly, Millerand declares that
If the London conference proposed by
the soviet government Is held, peace
with Poland must be the first subject
discussed, and that representatives of
Poland and all other states bordering
on Russia must be Invited to participate In the meeting. Another condition U that Baron General Wrangle
shall not be delivered up to the bolsheviki.
Mlllerand's first consideration Is the
safety of Poland, which he Insists
must be constituted a buffer state to
keep bolshevl8m out of Germany. He
did not need even to mention the claim
for recognition of the Russian debt
to France, for the discussion did not
get that far. He refused to sign the
note to Moscow stating the conditions
So Lloyd George
of the conference.
returned to London, pretended he
was quite satisfied with the situation,
and said the note would be forwarded
to Russia as soon as It had been approved by Italy.
Meanwhile Poland is being overwhelmed, and If she Is to be aided, the
form of aid and the source from which
It is to come remain undecided.
Neither Great Britain nor Italy Is In
a position politically to send troops,
and Germany will not permit the allies to transport munitions of war
through her territory nor to turn over
to Poland the arms and ammunition
she surrendered to her conquerors. In
this Germany rests on the terms of
the peace treaty. France alone could
send an army to the rescue of the
Poles, and this she may do.
One other alternative Is offered.
General Ludendorff, the former German war chief, Is said to have told
the British charge d'affaires at Rerlln
that he will raise an army of 1,000,000
men to fight the bolsheviki If the allies will consent.' But his conditions
are that Posen be returned to Germany and that certain clauses of the
treaty of Versailles be annulled, among
them those dealing with Danzig, This
would be a bitter pill for the allies
to swallow, but It Is In effect the prescription also of Winston Churchill,
the British war minister, who asserts
that Germany alone can stop the forward march of bolshevlsm, and that
to permit her to do so would aid her
to recover speedily her place among
Such a recovery probathe nations.
bly Is desired by those who would prof-I- t
financially thereby, but not many
others are deeply concerned In It

Friday saw the beginning of the
armistice between the Poles and the
soviet Russians and the start of negotiations for peace In the town of
Fighting was supposed
Baranovltchl.
sja cease at that time, but it was
up to the last minute, the
capturing Blalystok and forc-p- g
the Polea steadily back toward
tVarsaw.
The Lithuanians restricted
con-inu-

kl

the territory through which the Russians might pass, but a corps of Lithuanian troops Joined the bolshevik
cavalry operating eastward through
Augustowo and Suwalkl and the combined forces were reported massing
The
on the East Prussia frontier.
German relchswehr was concentrated
at Insterburg to repel the Invaders.
The diplomats of Europe were not
especially hopeful last week that the
conference
at Baranovltchl would
bring about peace between the two
warring nations and were awaiting
the Russian armistice terms with ime
patience.
It was reported that
favored moderate terms, while
Trotzky wished them so oppressive
and humiliating that the Poles would
be forced to continue fighting or overthrow their government If the terms
were accepted.
The press of Warsaw is especially
skeptical concerning the Intentions
and good faith of the soviet Russians,
expressing the belief that the latter
do not want peace.
"Poland Is fully aware that negotiations may be broken off any minute
and that while they last, soviet Russia will make all efforts to cause an
outbreak of bolshevlsm and revolution
In Poland," the Gazeta Warszawska
declares. "Therefore Poland must, In
order to safeguard an honorable peace,
gather all her patriotic spirit and energy."
The Russian patriot Barzew, now in
Warsaw Is quoted by the Corier
Le-nln-

though no one would predict an Immediate end of the trouble with the bituminous miners of the middle West.
President Lewis of the United Mine
Workers of America asked for a Joint
conference of operators and miners
"to deal with the confusion that exists In the coal Industry," and the Illinois operators consented to meet the
workers for the purpose of discussion,
but would not agree to reopen the
wage agreement until they received
So
authority from Washington.
Is the threat of a fuel famine that
Governor Lowden of Illinois urged the
authorities at Washington to act quickly in bringing about a settlement In
the national capital it was said Secretary of Labor Wilson was about to
Mr.
make a report to the president.
Tumulty, secretary to President Wilson, said a satisfactory solution of the
problem would be reached through the
efforts of Attorney General Palmer,
who named a committee to fix profit
margins, and the orders of the Interstate commerce commission. Others
were not nearly so optimistic as Mr.
Tumulty.
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A doctor in uio uuum
family to keep baby well or prethe
affoid to keep a doctor in
i can't
thing
by having at
vent sickness. But you can do almost the same wonde rtrt nmtdj
is
a
it
because
Castoria,
hand a bottle of Fletcher's
and aU the other disfor indigestion, colic, feverishness, fretfulness
babies
have.
that
ailments
common
orders that result from
harmless subis
a
Fletcher's Castoria is perfectly safe to use. It Syrups. Children
Soothing
and
Drops
Paregoric,
stitute for Castor Oil,
...
TV for Fletcher's uastona, ana mmucio
friend.
a
mother's
and
children
have found it a comfort to
how sweet it is to be able to
If you love your baby, you knowcannot
always call upon a doctor.
You
comes.
helo baby when trouble
of
Fletcher's Castoria, besay
to
good
nothing
but
have
But doctors
good-t- hat
it can't Jo any
do
only
can
cause they know that it
they wouldn't want you to use for baby a remedy that
harm-a- nd
you would use for yourself.
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Governor Cox of 0" 'o was signally
honored on Friday by his home town,
Dayton. His fellow citizens, regardless of party affiliations, made him
"
the chief figure in the
celebration, and he delivered a speech
In a handsome "court of honor." The
city was beautifully decorated and was
thronged with visitors from all parts
of the state.
Dayton also has prepared for the
Cox notification ceremony, set for August 7. This will take place in the
county fair grounds and the governor
will deliver his speech of acceptance
from the grand stand of the race
track, In which will be sound amplifiers such as were Installed In the national convention halls. Most of last
week was devoted by Governor Cox
to the preparation of this speech. A
great many persons profess to be Intensely Interested in what he will say
about liquor. It is predicted that he
will steer skilfully around that question, and may advise the people of the
United States that if they want a liberal enforcement of the law, they must
elect congressmen who are In favor of
such a course.
Governor Coolldge of Massachusetts
was formally notified of his vice presidential nomination on Tuesday and
responded with a speech in which he
did not markedly deviate from the
lines laid down by Senator Harding.
The burden of It was that the country
must be speedily rescued from the reactions of war.
Senator Harding's campaign is not
by any means to be confined to his
front porch. Plans are being made to
take him on an extensive speaking
tour, which probably will Include Denver, Memphis, New York, Boston, Chicago and Indianapolis. He may even
go as far as the Pacific coast. To avoid
certain errors of past campaigns, he
will not enter any state until Its' primary fights are over.
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Poland."
The French in Syria professed to
that King Feisul was Insincere In
his submission, so they stormed and
captured Damascus and ordered Feisul to leave the country. So far there
has been no outside opposition to this
procedure,' but It Is conceivable that
Great Britain will in some way help
that Arab chieftain who gave them
such valuable assistance In the capture of Palestine.
In Thrace the Greeks have been
making great progress against the
Turkish nationalists and after desperate fighting they occupied Adr'Ianople,
the headquarters of Jafar Tayar, and
captured that leader and his staff.
King Alexander himself entered the
city and was warmly welcomed. The
and othGreeks also took
er strategic points, and it was announced that It would now be comparatively easy to clear the country of
the nationalist bands.
find
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There was some relief In sight to
the coal situation In the United

I

serl-rlo-

as saying:
"I do not believe peace will be made
between Poland and soviet Russia.
The sovet regime needs a temporary
rest and it will sign an armistice. If
It signs peace It will mean that the
soviet rule hopes through propaganda
to establish a soviet government in

No sooner does
Poor old Mexico
she get rid of one disturbing element
than another springs up to continue
Last week "Pancho"
the turmoil.
Villa, having received assurances of
forgiveness and financial reward for
his efforts In the past, surrendered to
the government and promised to spend
the rest of his life as a peaceful farmer. But at the same time came the
news that Esteban Cantu, governor of
the northern district of Lower California, was considered by the government to be In open rebellion. Cantu professed to be astonished by this
view of his position and denied the
charge. He said he had been advised
that the provisional government was
sending two bodies of troops, numbering about 3,000 men, against him, and
that he would have 4,000 men ready
to resist In the field any attempt to
Invade his province. He assured protection to Americans and other foreigners engaged In lawful occupations
In Lower California.
The prospects
for a stubborn conflict were good,
though United States Consul Boyle at
Mexican urged our government to use
its good offices to prevent hostilities.
"I am surrendering because the
country needs peace for reconstruction," said Villa to General Martinez,
who arranged for the capitulation of
the bandit chief. But the story comes
from Mexico that Villa "has been given very pleasing financial guaranties."
His men are to be mustered out at
Torreón, and each of them Is to receive a year's pay and a tract of land.
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Put Ear to Odd Uses.
Burmese men and women delight In
ear ornaments. The lobe of the ear
is bored with a hole of astonishing
size, and In it various articles are
worn pieces of wood, Jewels, or rolls
of solid gold or silver. When no ornaments are in the ears, the men often
put their cigars, or any other small
article in frequent use, through them,
and the women use the holes for bouquet holders.

Don't Let Catarrh Drag
You into Consumption
Avoid Its Dangerous btage.

There is a more serious stage of
Catarrh, than the annoyance caused
by the stopped-u- p
air passages,
and the hawking and spitting and
other distasteful features.
The real danger comes from the
tendency of the disease to continue
ita course downward until the
lungs ' become affected, and then
dreaded consumption is on your
path. Your own experience has
taught you that the disease cannot

bottle from your druggist today,
and begin the only logical treatment that gives real results. For
A Lady of Distinction
free medical advice write to MediIs recognized by the delicate fascinatcal Director, 104 Swift Laboratory,
ing Influence of the perfume she uses.
Atlanta, Ga.
A bath wilt Cuticura Soap and hot
Concentration Wins.
Something Worth While.
water to thoroughly cleanse the pores,
The weakest living creature, by con
"This machine will save labor."
followed by a dusting with Cuticura
you smart centratlng his powers on a single obTalcum powder usually means a clear, "Aw, why don't some of
ject, can accomplish something; the
a
work?"
guys
for
Invent
substitute
Adv.
skin.
sweet healthy
strongest by dispersing his over many,
If opportunities were females more may fall to accomplish anything,
No ray of glory lights the breast
-- Carlyla
men 'would embrace them.
that lents for self alone.

Nl
which
The "Bayer Cross" on tablets is the thumb-pri- nt
positively identifies genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
over 20 years, and proved safe by millions.

Winning three races In a row after
losing two, the yacht Resolute successfully defended this country's possession of the America's cup against
the fourth attempt by Sir Thomas Lip-to- n
to lift the International trophy.
His yacht, Shamrock IV, was
by the American
and
boat and Its crew, and the tea merchant admitted that the Resolute was
But he Is coming
the better boat.
across again In 1922 unless some other
Britisher captures the cup npxt summer. It Is estimated that Sir Thomas
spent in the neighborhood of a million
dollars In trying to win the trophy this
year.

f

out-foot-

out-saile- d

.

The congressional Junketing party
that has gone to the orient arrived at
Manila very seasick, because of typhoons that wrought havoc in parts of
The visitors were Just
the Islands.
in time for the raising of a red flag
by angry farm tenants near Manila,
whose rent has been increased six
times. This, a small incident In itself,
shows the Filipinos, like the rest of
the world, are full of social unrest
After ten days in the Philippines, the
party will be taken to China under the
escort of Doctor Relnsch, former
American minister to China and now
the adviser of that government

be cured by sprays, inhalers, jellies
and other local applications.
S. S. S. has proven a most satisfactory remedy xor Catarrh because it goes direct to its source,
and tends to remove the germs of
the disease from the blood. Get a

A

Safety first I Insist upon an unbroken "Bayer package ' containing propel
directions for Headache. Earache, Toothache, Neuralgia, Colds, Rheumatism,
Neuritis, Lumbago and for Pain generally. Made and owned strictly by Americans,
.

v

rn

Uplrla

n n

n

ta

o

Handy tin boxes of 12 tablet eott but a few cento Larger packages
Is the tmd saark t Btrtr lUouitctur
of UoaoamUoaciawtur
t t&llcruucM

THE

A. A. Wynne

General Blacksmith

United States
Commissioner
Mosquero, N. M

and
Machine Work,

Homestead Matters attended to,
Filings.
Publications,
Final
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.

J.

THE
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matter at the

s

poetoffice in Roy, New Mexico
CALL FOR DEMOCRATIC

l'

SPANISH-AMERICA-

AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

Prop'r

--.

-- ,

A state democratic convention is
hereby called to be held in the opera
house in the city of Las VegasNew
Mexico, on the 24th day of August,
1920, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon of
said day for the purpose of placing in
nomination candidates for the following offices:
Three candidates for presidential
electors:
One f andidate for representative in
congress of the
h
the
United States:
And candidates for the following
state offices:
Governor.
Lieutenant governor.
Justice of supreme court;
Commissioner of public lands;
Member of state corporation commission;
Secretary of State;
State treasurer;
State auditor;
Attorney general;
Superintendent of public instruction.

Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy Drug Store
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

Probably there is noother car that every day
in the year meets the demand of the physician
as does the Ford Coupe, with its permanent
top, its broad seat and deep upholstering, its
sliding plate glass windows, by whichin a minute
the car is changed from a closed car to an open
car. Equipped with an electric starting and
lighting system, demountable rims with 3
inch tires all around and embodying all the
established merits and economies of the Ford
car. Let us look after your Ford car and you
will get genuine Ford part1 and skilled

r

The chairmanof the county central
committee of each county in the state
is hereby authorized and requested to
promptly call a county convention or
arrange for a primary election in his
county, for the purpose of selecting
delegates to the state convention in
which the representation of the several counties will be as follows:
33
Bernalillo
20
Chaves
23
Colfax
18
Curry
8
Be Baca
14
Dona Ana
13
Eddy
24
Grant
13
Guadalupe
9
'
Hidalgo
7
Lea
-- 13
Lincpln
14
Luna
9
McKinley
'
-- 22
Mora 10
Otero
18
;
Quay
Rio Arriba
..-.2- 4
12
Roosevelt

Ice Cream Parlor

9

San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia

9

26
18
8
17
11

12
28
6

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand, DAILY
covn

"

UNE 0F

PAPERS

MAGAZINES

Welsh Sona Writer Honored.
"Land of. My Fathers" Is perhaps
the most widely sune of all Welsh
airs. The composer was Evan Jones
and a monument Is erected to tils memory at Pontypridd.

I

Phone

Whelan & Palmer,

Lawyers

Clayton, New.Mex.

Now Located in the

U, S. Land Off ice

Practice in State and
eral Courts and

Foster Block,

Many Plants Contain

STOP IT I
The parties who persist in
using the highway along my
lands for dnmping rubbish,
are again warned to stop it.
I will prosecute the next
man who does it.
A. PATRICKS.
V

PERCHERON STALLION
ON EASY PAYMENTS
We have one of the. finest stallions on the mesa for sale at the
right price and on easy terms.
Name "Ragoza", Registry No.
119084.
Inquire WOLCOTT L.

N. M.

Russel or Ray Busey.

Marking Passage of Time.
It was the first day of school and
Gordon, who is now In the second
ITfide, brought his little brother, Arthur, to school with him to start In
the first grade. The teacher said to
Gordon: "How old Is Arthur?" Gordon answered : "I don't know, but
we're bod him to three fairs."

Mother's Expressive Eyes.
Ella started to lift the buby from
Its crib, but caught her mother's eye,
and desisted. Afterward, she was overheard telling her playmate that she
knew when her mother didn't want
her to do anything. "She doesn't have
to tell me," Ella added, "she Just
thinks stop, and I con see her think."

Fed-

Sugar.

an Interesting fact that sugar
exists not only In the cane, beet-roo- t
and maple, b5 also In the nap of
about one hundred mid ninety other
plants and trees.

It

Is

A

MORA

well-lighte- d

Send me your Shoes
FOR REPAIR

Has returned to Roy.

Abstracts of all lands in Mora

í

6.

County

Prompt Service
Accurate Copy of Records
.Philip Sanchez, Secretary

'formerly known as

Oil

Stock and Storage

Tanks,

Gasoline Engines &

Pumps;

Windmills; Well Casing;
Winona Farm Wagons and Beds:
Iowa Cream Separators; Cream Cans
Galvenized Tubs and Pails; Auto and
Tractor Oils; Oliver Implements,

TIN SHOP!

S-- A.

Tucumcari, N. M.

--

flat top desk; typerevolving chairs; 6 office chairs, all like new, $250 cash or
will sell separately. Addres Box 448,
Raton, New Mexico.
Roll top desk;

writer desk;

2

FOR SALE

J. II. ROPE,
Optimo, N. M.

Chummy Mexico.
In México men and women In the
same social circle call each other by
their Christian names.

FOR SALE Span of young mulei,
gentle and well broken. Team of good
hone 6 and 7 year old; 2 good
brood sows, to farrow in September;
thoroughbred Poland boar, 1 1 months
old; Registered HoUtein bull, 2 years
old; tix or eight good HoUtein cow.
Will tell this stock at private ale,
terms if desired. G. E. Holtsciaw,
1 4
miles north of Roy, N. M.

TN VITES the Accounts of Individuals,
Firms and Corporations.

Real Estate

with each to the Mutual
Advantege of All.

ECo-opera- te

3--

PIANO FOR SALE

and

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and othe necessities furnished if desired.

Insurance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
also made at Spanish-America- n
office.

FARM FOR SALE
I am again offering my farm of
320 acres, 8 miles east of Roy, for
sale, and am pricing it to sell. This
is a choice farm on R. F. D., good
improvements, well and fence and
best of farm land. If you want a
farm, see me and let's talk trade.
RICHARD REYNOLDS,

A Mogul Tractor, 30 h. p., drawbar
and 60 h. p. belt in good condition.
Also a 32x52 new Racine Separator.
I will sell right if taken soon.

Farm Sales a specialty

Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

at

Movies Aid the Styles.
FOR SALE: 4 good work Hor
A. prominent designer and Importer
of women's gowns has stated that the ses, a geod Maltese Jack, good
Sims hove had an Important effect on heavy Wagon, Terms reasonable
the demand for certain styles, particularly gowns of simple classic lines and Also 30 head of Cattle, 12 cows
"intriguing fabrics." A druggist re- balance calves and yearlings.
ports that the sale of cosmetics has
T. A. SMITH, Roy. N. M.
increased 25 per cent since the movies
became popular.
FARM
FOR SALE The Paul
Westphal farm of 320 acres, 8 miles
N. E. Mills. Good house, barn, well
and fences, 150 acres broken, all
plow land. Priced to sell. One half
cash, balance easy terms. ARNO
VOELKEL, Mills, N. M.

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

Col. F.O. White

Leave
Harold Taylor.

Roy, N. M.

THE ROY TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK

W

Auto crank.

office.

"Nic's Shoe Shop"

Roy, N.M.

AUCTIONEER!

FOR SALE Good work mare, see
C. NUGEN, Route A, Roy.
t2p

LOST

When in Tucumcari visit my Shop on Main Street

1075,

FOR SALE;--- - Pony Cart & harness, just the thing for school
children

For Rent 100 acres of wheat
land, 20 acres now ready to plow,
balance will be ready by August 1st.
See the Spanish-America- n
office for
contract. GRINER SISTERS.

BROOMS, 75c
Quality Guaranteed
ROBERTS
OLVER
Where your DOLLAR doe it. Duty

L. P. RAINES,

ARTHUR SEL1GMAN,
Chairman.
BYRON O. BEALE,
Secretary.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, July 21, 1920.

children where they can have schooling. See T. L. Courtenay, at C. E.
Kidd farm, 8 miles N. E. Roy. Mlpd.

I HAVE A FEW CHOICE
HOLSTEIM COWS TO SELL AT
PRIVATE SALE.
G B. HALL
ROY, N.M,

WE Use the Best Material we can get
WE Guarantee our Work
WE Charge Reasonably
WE Make a Specialty of Repairing Ladies' Shoes
'
WE Pay Postage one way
,

448
Total
All Calls answeted promptly.
Address all Parcels to
Precinct chairmen are requested to
invite all persons of legal voting age
My last regular appearance at Roy
who may wish to support the prin
pastor otthe Christian church
Jamaica Grows Green Roses.
ciples of the democratic party, re as the
In some parts of Jamaica It Is not
August
will
permitting,
be,
Lord
the
gardless of past party affiliations to
to see green roses.
( unusual
O. W. HEARN.
8th.
take part in such primaries. Women
delegates may be elected to county
and state conventions.
Cook-stove- s;
The credentials of all delegates to
Worth-Whil- e
Invitation.
said state convention and any notice
to a wedding In Cairo
An
Invitation
of contest should be in the hands of
"Z-typ- e"
Is an important event, because, Instead
Fairbanks-Mors- e,
the secretary of the democratic state
church
of being asked for a
central committee at Las Vegas, New
reremony or a brief reception, the inDeep-We- ll
Mexico, on or before the 21st day of
vitation reads "for three days." There
Is feasting during all this 'time, and
August, 1920.
the house and street are liberally decProxies of delegates to the state Self-Oilin- g
orated with flags and lanterns. Brookconvention will not be recognized ex
lyn Eagle.
cept when held by persons who are
residents of the county from which
was chosen.
the delegate-elec- t
Further, a meeting of the democratic state central committee is here
by called to meet in the city of Las
Vegas, New Mexico, at 2 o clock in
the afternoon of the 23rd day of Au
gust, 1920, for the purpose of pre
paring the temporary roll call of the
convention and the hearing of con
tests if any exist, and for the trans
action of such other business as may
be properly considered by the said
committee. It is urgently requested
that every member of the state democratic central committee be present at
this meeting.
By order of the
CENTRAL
STATE DEMOCRATIC
COMMITTEE.

285 acres, 9 miles northeast of
Roy. Stock and farm machinery for
sale. Reason for selling, must get our

V Mora, New Mexico

Undertaker

3 on 25,

FARM FOR SALE

Bohanon's
Barber bhop

I. (J. JJodds

and

ROY,

Eugene Palmer

Why Blacksmith Shop I Dark.
blacksmith keeps his shop dark
because his work with Iron demands
that he should see the "heat" colors
of the metals. This woul.". be difficult
pluoe. Brooklyn,
a
In
Eagle.

Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions
Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.

J. W. Beck, Manager,

Thomas A. Whelan

N. M.
Roy,
"Call Again"

-

Beck Motor Co.

Toilet Articles.

Cigars and Tobacco

....

Sandoval'

EASTMAN

ROBERTS & OLVER
Roy, N. M.
Why Pay More ?
20c per dose

itiiiS

Popular Drinks and Ices

AND

Made by
The U. S. Blackleg Serum Co.
For Sale By

Brings you back

Soda Fountain,

KAN-

SAS FAMOUS

Gets you there

sixty-sevent-

KODAKS

THE VACCINE THAT MADE

"

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

All

Rate 5c per line each insertion. Six ordinary words
make a line.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

D. Wade,

STATE CONVENTION

'"

Classified
Ads

"OU

are Handicapped in many ways without
good Banking Connections such as we offe

We have in our possession near Roy
a high grade piano which will be sold
at a big discount. Terms to any responsible party.
If interested write

for particulars.

THE DENVER

SIC COMPANY, Denver, Colo.

Capital and Surplus, $60,000.

1920 Ford Touring,
good condition, $675;
00

self-starte-

6

r,

1921 Ford
good condi-

Touring, without starter,
tion, $G00. Cash, no trade.
Box 448, P.i.ton, N. M..

MU-

24-T-

Address

TV

NOTIcb OF

SALE OF SCHOOL, BONDS

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N.

M),(MK)

Munlrlpnl School District of the Village
of Hoy, 6 School Honda.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: That the
undersigned. Irvln Otrden. Sr.. rlnrlt nf
the Board of Education, of the Village
ut iwj, vi ma Diaia or rsew jHexico,
will, on Monday, the 16th day of Aug.
3820, at the hour of four o'clock in the
afternoon of Bald day at the office of
the Spanish American, In Roy, Mora
County, New Mexico, offer for gale and
sell at public auction to the highest
eud best bidder for cash $50,000 school
bonds of the municipal school district
of the Village of Roy, of the Stae of
New Mexico, bearing six per centum
interest per annum, payable
said bonds being of the denominations of $500.00 each, dated. August
1, 1920,-duAugust 1, 1950, redeemable
at the option of the Board of Education at any time after ten years from
date, said bonds shall not be sold for
less than ninety five cents on the dollar and accrued Interest. Principal and
interest shall be payable at a banking
house in New York City or at the office
of thetreasurer of said Board of Education' in Hoy, New Mexico, at the option of the holders. Bids will be received
whole or any part of said
bonds and the undersigned reserves the
right to Teject any and all bids. The
bonds shall be sold for cash, fifteen
per centum to be paid at the time thd
bid Is accepted and the balance on the
delivery of the bonds.
Bids must be
unconditional.
If a bidder desires to
end a bid by mall, he must transmit
with the bid a certified check for fifteen per centum of the amount of the
bid.

M.,

Meridian, has filed notice of
tention to make Final Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. H. Wlllcox, 17. a
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New
Mexico, on September 20, 1920.
Claimant names jis wtlnesses:
Tobias de Herrera, of Albert, N. M.;
Prudencio Olivas, of Albert; N. M.;
Francisco TruJIllo, of Kephart, N. M.;
Seferino Romero, of De Haven, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
TJ. 6. Land Office at Clayton, N. Mex.

Township

P. Meridian,

18 N., Range 25 E., N. M.
has filed notice of Inten-

tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on September 15, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
P. J. Laumbach, Thomas Hughes, Webb
Kidd, Jay M. Finch, all of Roy, N. Mex.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. 8. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U: S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

M.,
July 20, 1920.
July 16, 1920.
NOTICE, is hereby given that John F.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Marina Shamblin, of Roy. Mora Co., New Mex-lc-

o,

G.

for-th-

who, on May 1, 1917 made Additional Homestead Entry, No. 024940, for
Lots 1, 2. 3 and SEH NWÍ4, Section 1,
Township 18 N R. 25 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at 'Roy, New
Mexico, on September 15, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thorns Hughes, E. J. H. Roy, J. W.
Scott, P. J. Laumbach, all of Roy, New
Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
July 13, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Frank
M. Stewart, of Monrovia, California,
guardian of Emily Lee Stewart, heir
at law and next of kin of Leroy E. Lee,
IT.

S.

who, on AUKUst 8, 1910, made Desert
Land Kntry, No. 011898, for E'A of NEV4
of Section 8, Township 19 N Range 28
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Proof under the 3rd paragraph of the Act of
March 4, 1915 (Public 296) to be perfected by purchase to establish claim
to the land above described, before A.
A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office in Mosquero, N. M., on September
13, 1920.

Claimant names as witnesses:
C. C. Moore. W. F. Lofton, Ralph
Hazen, W. L. Woods, all of Mosquero,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Thiers. Aug 12
at

i

'

.

'

.

Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N. M.,
July 12, 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby given that William
U. S. Land Office

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION

10, A. M.

13 Horses

En las escuelas del Estado, en la escuela
o
edificio fue solemnemente bendecido por el
pub-cuy-

grave.

Invito pues, a los padres y madres de familia a
que manden a sus hijos a la escuela parroquial. Esto es una obligación para ellos, y es una obligación
lica, solo se procura educar la mente, el entendí-Seño- r
Arzobispo el dia 31 de Mayo de este ano, se
miento del niño. Los católicos en general, y muchas
otras personas serias in particular reclaman que
esto no es suficiente. No hasta que los niños aprendan a ser sabios, han de aprender también y sobre
todo a ser buenos, y para esto es necesario educar,
ademas de su mente, su natural, su corazón y su
alma. Luego la moralidad y la religion han de ser
ensenadas a los niños en, la escuela.
Padres y madres de familia, en nuestra escuela
parroquial se ensenara a sus hijos lo que aprenden
en la escuela publica, y ademas se les ensenara a ser
buenos cuidadanos, y buenos cristianos.
Nuestra escuela parroquial tendrá, para acomodar a los niños, 4 cuartos para clases con, por todo,
140 asientos de los mas modernos. Las maestras
serán las Hemanas de la Tercera Orden de Santo
Domingo Yta están establecidas en Roy y han venido de la Academia de San José de la Plaza de
Adrian, Estado de Michigan.
Ruego a los católicos de esta Misión pidan a
Dios en sus oraciones que nuestra escuela parroquial
tenga todo el éxito que se desea.
PADRE FELIX VACHON,

Make your car run like new

9 Hogs,

old-styl-

TEEMS OF SALE
Months
time without interest if
6
paid when due. If not paid when due
to draw 10 per cent interest from date
until paid. Purchaser giving bankable
note or approved security. $10. and
under, cash. 5 PiT Mnt discount for
casn on sums over iiu. in o property
to be removed until settled for.

J. E. Mahoney,

to-th-

ROY,

Aug. 16th to 21st

.

Liberty Garage,

NOTICE Is hereby given that Lincoln
of Roy, Mora County, New Mexico, who, on May 22nd, 1917, made
Homestead Entry No. 0Ü5085, for BE!4
NEK, NEK BEK, Bee. 18, Nft BWK.
8Ü NWÜ Sec. 17, KICK
Sec. 18,
and NEK NEK Section 19, Township
19 N
Range 26 E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
hag filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at Hoy, New Mexico, on
September 13, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Geo. O. Cable, Karl Baum, W. H,
Baum end J. E. Wlldman, all cf Roy,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Hiñe,

Register.

NOTICE FOR

I'l III.ICATION

Department of the Interior
U. 8. Land Office at Clayton, N. Mex
June 25, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that James
G. latetj, ot Kephart, L'nion Co., New
Mexico, who on June 6th, 1917, made
Homestead Entry, N. 0Ü5096 for WK
SEjK, Section ?7, Township 22 N., Range
29 E N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no-

tice of Intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish
claim to
the land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. 8. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on Sep. 9, 1920.
Claimant names an witnesses:
W. H Gay, Will Heath, Fred Moore,
J. D. Campbell, all of Kephart, N. 'Mex.
l'AZ VALVERDE,
Register.

y

XOTICE FOH Pl'ULICATION
4

4

Department

U. S. Land

of the Interior
uilicc al 1,111., m... ... Méx.,
June 18. 1920.
hereby plven that Harrv

NOTICE is
P. Lohstroh, of Mills, New Mexico, who,
on Oct. 25, 1915, made Homestead application Serial, No. 021018, for the Lots
N
SEK; SE'4 SE',4. Sec. 6; EH

NEK; NEK

SE K
Section 7, Township
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to make
Three Year final Proof, to establish
claim to the iHnd above described, before W. H. Wlllcox, U, S. Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
August 19. 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Otto Lohstroh of Mills, New Mexico;
Elizabeth Vigil, of Dawson, New Mexico; John McCrystal, Jr., of Roy, Sew
Mexico and Benjamin Wendland. )t
Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERD1',
7
Regls.er.

20 N

.

,

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
Deportment of the Interior
at Clayton, N. Méx.,

U. S. Land Office

June 18, 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Alfred
L. Newman, of Solano, New Mexico,
who, on June

9,

1916

and Sept. It,

1918, made Homestead entries Serial No.
020253 and Serial No. 024190, for tha
SWK: NK-- SEK. Sec. 13; N!4 NWK,
Sec. 24, T. 19 N., Range 26 E., and the
SWK NWK, Sec. 13; SWK NWK;
NWK SWK, Sec. 24, Township 19 N ,
Range 26 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has

filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before W. H.
Wlllcox, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on August

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jack I. Mills, Joseph Allen, Charles J.
Burton and Marrlon Conner, all of Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE.
7
Register..
HOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

..U.

Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton,

July

N. M
13. 1920.

Register.

,

"''NOTICE Is hereby given that William
O. Hunt, of David, New Mexico, who, on
March 27, 1919, made Homestead Entry
No. 026498, for NEK
Sec. 11,
REK SWK, and WV4 SEK, Section 2.
Township 17 N., Range 30 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to tnc land above described btfore A. A. W ynne, V. S Commissioner, ct his office in Mosquero, N.
M.. on September 13, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George W. Angel, Joseph H. Angel,
Frank Weir and Cole Weir, all of David, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE.
Register.

A'K

STATE OF NEW MEXICO, COUN-TOF MORA, IN THE DISTRICT
COURT OF THE FOURTH
DISTRICT.
Chas. W. G. Ward and )
Chas. W. Carscallen, )
)
Plaintiffs,

Y

vs.
Solis, Estevan
Solis, and all unknown
claimants of interest in
the premises adverse to

) No. 2732.
)
)
)
)
'
plaintiff,
.
(the )
the
'
premises being the land )
V
and real estate describ- - )

t

Daniel

ed in the complaint)

Defendants.

)
)

x

Notice
You, Daniel Solis, Estevan Solis,
and all unknown claimants of interest in the premises adverse to the
plaintiff, (the premises being the
land and real estate described in the
complaint and hereinafter described),
are hereby notified that a suit to
Birds Must Sing Sweetly.
Depends on Point of View.
plaintIn
contests marks are
We can see In the puddle either the quiet title in the names of the
against birds Introducing mud or the reflection of the blue sky; iffs to the following described tract
scored
of land in the County of Mora and
"rough song" notes Into "pleasant Just as we choose. Lacy
Fitch
State of New Mexico, described as
song" and vice versa.
follows, t:
Beginning at the southwest corner
of the tract, which point is identical
with the northwest corner of the tract
of land decreed to J. E. Borrego, Hilario Gallepos, and Gregorio Sandoval, Trustees, for the Community of
Turquillo, thence north twenty-fou- r
(24) degrees west 7125 feet; thence
north five (5) degrees, fifteen (15)
minutes west 4640 feet, to the northwest corner of the tract, thence north
gixty-si- x
(66) degrees, thirty (30)
a
i
w
i t
minutes east 6150 feet to the northeast corner of the tract; thence south
(45)
nine (9) degrees, forty-fiv- e
minutes east 5160 feet; thence south
two (2) degrees, thirty (30) minutes
east 4360 feet; thence along the line
between this tract and the tract decreed to the trustees for the Community of Turquillo, south forty-thre- e
(43) degrees west 5140 feet to
the place of beginning, containing
1340 acres according to the plat of
the H. C. Viles, made in December,

ROY,

linnet-Singin-

New Mex.

g

to-wi-

A New

P JEWELER

n ROY!

16 Years Experience

Repairing Watchs Clocks and
Jewelry of all Kinds
I can Please You.
Give Me a Trial,
All My Work is Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction
Bring or Send your Work and it will Receive

PROMPT ATTENTION

above-describ-

teeth.

Office at Kitchelle Hotel

'
Mex-Ju- ly

13, 1820.

Per-kln-

R. E. Morris,

H. S. Murdoch
D. D. S. of

Clayton, N.

.

DENTIST

for their settlement.
0. W. IIEARN.

"Burning-in- "

and "Running" Machine and we
are now equipped to give you the
Farm Imp's
SERVICE you would get in a City,
Complete outfit, including black
smith and carpenter tools, Ford This machine will put
the bearings
eon, wheat drill, everything.
in as they are at the factory and it
Household Goods costs uo more than the
e
Range, oil stovet Churn, 2 Beds way
done by hand.
Power washing machine and wr
Piano, 8 dozen Chickens,
For FORDS, FORDSONS and
Meat and Lard.
Many other makes of Cars.
See the big bills!

,

us

We have installed a

Boar, 4 Sows, 4 Pigs,

''

i

Important Part Left Out
The other evening while drawing
pictures on a blackboard to amuse our
little girl, I drew a fish globe containing two fish. I forgot to draw their
fins, so when I asked her how she
liked thera she said : "But daddy, you
forgot to make their oars." Exi i:tnge.

Toda
Good Thought.
Though all the winds of doctrine
were let loose to play upon the earth,
so Truth be In the field, we do
by licensing and prohibiting, to misdoubt her strength. Let
her and Falsehood grapple; who ever
knew Truth put to the worse In a
free and open encounter. Milton.

6 Milk Cows, 13 alves,
Heifers, 8 yrlng Steers, Poll
Angusl

u,oa
dt- Plnvton.
U
"
1.
New Mexico, on September 16, 1920.
Department of the Interior
as
names
Clulmunt
wmiBe.
Register.
Ignacio Vigil, of Bueyeros, N. M.; U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
ManM.;
N.
Bueyeros,
of
Garcia,
Pablo
"C" of
orders Sale.
uel Encinlos. of Miera, N. M.; Julian
6
h.p. Z type Fairbanks-Mors- e
July 17, 1920.
Miera, N. M.
of
Padilla,
gas engine; 1 grain loader, capacity
PAZ VAX.VEPJDE,
hereby
given that, as
is
NOTICE
Keglstir.
about 1500 bushels daily, complete,
directed by the Commissioner of the
nearly new, $350 cash. Just what
General Land office, under provisions
you need for planting wheat Adof Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of James Hunter White
dress Box 448, Eaton, N. M.
of Solano. N. M.. Serial No. 026919,
e
we will offer at public sale,
Siamese Superstition.
highest bidder, but at not less than
a'
In
Slam,
a
child
of
At the birth
$2.60 per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M.,
cord that has been blessed by the
on the 8th day of September, 1920,
next, at this office, the following
priests Is tied around the outside of
tract of land: Lot 4, Sec. 18, T. 19
the house, and throe bulla of r'"n i"e
in
will
be
Springer,
N., R. 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian.
thrown In "lucky direction" !
The sale will not be kept open, but
f
lT.y
Old women, who nro
will be declared closed when those
li:
t
o
wluie
rrnl
timo
such
at
present at the hour named have ceasIs to solicit for Uio Hid.' i.
ed bidding. The person making the
..r.iy
mid protodiin of
ronape
highest bid will be required to immeguardian flij;cls.
diately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
NOTICE
adversely the
examine Anv persons claiming
It will be a favor to me if all or Call early and let
land are advised to
ma
against
bills
have
who
any persons
NO CHARGE file their claims, or objections, on or
your
before the time designated lor sale.
would present them to me that I may
CONSULTATION.
FOR
PAZ VALVERDE,
make provision as soon as possible
PAZ VALVERDE,

Roy, N. Méx., Agosto de 1920.

31 Cattle

2 Mules,, yearlings

a,

New Mexico.

0;M. I.

Mr. Car Owner
LOOK HERE!

4 Mares, 4 Geldings, 2 colts

Guml-clnd-

Koy,

Tengo el gusto de anunciar a (odas los católicos
de esta Misión de Roy que Ja escuela parroquial,
abrirá el dia
de Septiembre.

at

20. 1920.

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
July 13, 1920.
R. Whlteman, of Roy, Mora Co., New
CjA. F. O Whit.
Mexico, who. on June 16th. 1916, made
o
hereby
given
that
Is
NOTICE
No.
022332
Entry,
Additional Homestead
& Johnson, Óerks.
Srhultz
Padilla, of Miera, New Mexico,
for E N1314 and E SE, Section 17,
Township 20 N.( Range 25 E., N. M. P. who, on June 8 and Sept. 17, 1915, made Lunch
at noon. Brine vour Cwi
Entry, No. 020238 and
Meridian, han filed notice of Intention Homestead
to mko n'lnal Three Year Proof, to 020716, for NEÍ4 NW14: NH NE.: BEJ4 thinking Cups.
NW14
SWÍ4,
13
SEÍ4
Sec.
and
Eft
above
NEÍ4
land
to
claim
the
establish
belore F. H. Foster, U. S. Com- SWÍ4 NE14 8ectlon 12 respectively,
missioner, at his office at Roy, New Township 21, Range 81 E., New Mexicoof
Principal Meridian, has filed notice
Mexico, on September 15, 1920.
intention to make Three Year Proof,
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
claim to the land above
Juan de Mata Mares, W. E. Cantrel,of to establish
Register and Receiver,
Public Land Sale
described, before
Ed. Harrison, Emilio Abeyta, all
T.ciTiri nfflptt.
v

Department at be Interior

V. & Land Office

Public Sale
At Jack Mahoney farm
3i miles north of Roy

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

LA ESCUELA PARROQUIAL DE ROY

,

tun-tr-

'

PAMIRM-AMCRICA-

July 16, 1920.
July 29, 1920.
NOTICE la hereby given that Ramon
NOTICE Is hereby given
that Reece
Sandoval, of Roy, New Mexico, who, on B. Gardner,
N
f Hoy.
Mexico, Mora
August 7, 1918, made Homestead Ap- Co., who on Jin 'uitiy 2), 1920 made Adplication No. 022569, for the 8W
ditional Homtsttid Entry, No. 023956,
NWy; N KW14; SE14 SW4,
8Et4,
Section for NEt SKI, SU14 8W14. S
11, Township
22 N., Range 27 E., N.
N E Vi , Sec. 9, SE'i SEtt Section
M. P.
In4,

Romero, formerly Marina Gonzales
of Albert, New Mexico, who, on January 22, 1917, made H. K., Serial No.
024265, for the SW4 NWS; NW
N
NWÍ4, Section 26, Township
M0;
21 N, Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox, I!. S. Commission,
er, at his office at Roy, New Mexico,
on September 18, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Benito Arguello, Andres Arnelas, Jose
V. Martinez,
Alejandro Gonzales, all
The assessed valuation of said muni- of Roy, New Mexico.
cipal school district is $1,050,000.00. and
PAZ VALVERDE.
except this issue of bonds and another
Rtgister.
issue of J7.S00.00, said municipal school
district has no indebtedness, cither
NOTICE FOll PUBLICATION
bonded or otherwise.
Dated, thU nth day of July 1920,
Depantraent of tho Interior
U. S. Lund Office at Clayton, N. M
Irvln Ogden, Sr.,
July 16, 1920.
Clerk.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Laura
A. Lohstroh, formerly Laura A. White-maof Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico,
on January 25th, 1916 made Adwho,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ditional Homestead Entry No. 021558,
for SW 14 SE'.i, NVV4 SWÍ4 , and Sty
20 N.,
SW',4, Sect Urn 19, Township
'Department of the Interior
TJ. .6. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
Range 25 E., N. M, P. Meridian, has filJune 25, 1920.
ed notice of Intention to make Final
Year Proof, to establish claim to
NOTICE is hereby given that Dem- Three
the land above described, before F. H.
etrio Cordova, of Gallegos, New Mex- Foster,
IT. S. Commissioner, at his ofico. Administrator of the estate of En fice at Roy, New Mexico, on Sept. 22,
rique Cordova, deceased, who, on April 1920.
10, 1918, made Additional Homestead
Claimant names as witnesses:
Kntry, No. '022309, for Sl2y4 of NE14 of Otto
Lohstroh, W. E. Cantrel, Juan de
Kection 2, Township 17 N., Range 30 Marls, Magine MitriB, all of Roy, N. M.
B.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
PAZ VALVERDE,
of intention to make Final Three Year
Register.
Proof, to establish claim to the land
A.
A.
Wynne,
above described, before
V S. Commissioner, at his office In
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
N. M., on September 7, 1920.
Department of .the Interior
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ü. fi. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Zacarías Cordova, of Mosquero, N.
July 16, 1920.
m., Trinidad Sanchez of Mosquero, N.
M., Marcelino Padia, of Gallegos, N. M.,
NOTICE Is hereby given that Charles
Cresencio Montez, of Gallegos, N. M. P. Field, of David, New Mexico, who,
on September 14, 1918, made AdditionPAZ VALVERDE,
Homestead Entry, No. 025289 for
Register. al
NE4 SEH, W 8E14 and SW NEW,29
Section 12, Township 18 N., Range
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
IFOH
PUBLICATION
NOTICE
of Intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before A. A. Wynne,
Department of the Interior
U. 8. Commissioner, at his office in
TJ. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Mex,,
Mosquero,
N. M., on September 18, 1920.
1920.
25,
June
Claimant names as. witnesses:
NOTICE Is hereby given that Halic
Marion I. Gilmore, Pierce Field, John
M. Warner, of Hoy, Mqra Co., New MexMcFarland, George B. Splvey, all of
ico, who, on October 5th, 1916, made Darid, New Mexico.
Entry, No
Homestead
Additional
PAZ 'VALVERDE,
Í23Z29, lor SEU NW, 64
NEK
Register.
SEK, Section 3, Township 18 N., Range
26 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
NOTtCE FOR PUBldCATION
of intention 'to make Final ffhree Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Department of the Interior
.above 'described, before F. H. Foster, U.
TJ. 6. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
8. .Commiflsloner, at his office at Roy,
July 20, 1920.
New Mexico, on September 6, 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby given, that Pablo
Claimant names as "Witnesses:
W. E. Yarborough, Joe Mitchell, Wm. Paiz, of David, New Mexico, who, on
G. Johnson, James W. Johnson, Jr., all August 14, 1916, made Original Home,
stead Entry. No. 022691 and n June 11,
cf Roy, New Mexico.
1918, made Additional Momesieaa
No. 024959, for NÍ4 of Section 17
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. and NE4 and BE or Section 1, Town
E.. N. M. P. Merid
shlD 17 N.. Range-3Ian, has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to es
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tablish claim to the land above describ
,
ed, before A. A. Wynne, U. S. CommisDepartment of the Interior
sioner, at his office in Mosquero, N. M.,
TJ S. littivd Office
t Clayton. N. Méx., on BeptemDer la, 192.
June .25, 1920.
Claimant' names as witnesses:
Jacobo Casados, of Mosquero. N. M
NOTICE I hereby given that James Abran
Casados, of Gallegos, N. M.; Mat- M. Yates, of Kephart, Union Co., New
of Mosquero, JM. M.; AuMexico, who, on May 3, 1917, made las Casados,
Homestead Entry No. 024996 for Lots gustine Martinez, of Mosquero, N. M
.1,
PAZ VALVERDE.
4, EH SW4 Sec. 18, Lots 1, 2, E'4
Rerister.
NW4 Section 19, Township 22 N
Range 29 E. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Three
notice of intention to make Final
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H. FosDepartment at the Interior
ter, U. 8. Commissioner, at his office at
TJ. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Koy, New Mexico, on Sept. 9, 1920.
July 23, 1920
Claimant names as witnesses:
Is hereby given that Marts
Fred Moore, Will Heath, J. D. Camp- B. NOTICE
de Martinez, of David. New Mexico,
. Yates, all of Kephart, N. M.
bell, J
who, on July 20, 1916, made Homestead
PAZ VALVERDR,
bíü
Kntry, No. 021918, ror N ft
Register. SU li Sec. 10 and E'A NE and SWU
BE 14. Section 15. Township 17 N., Range
31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
oi intention to mane final inree iear
to establish claim to the land
Proof,
' above describedvbefore
A. A. Wynne, L.
Department of the Interior
'
U. S. Land Olfice at Clayton, N. Méx., S. Commissioner? at his office In Mos.
quero, N. M., on October 6, 1920.
Juno 25, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE is hereby givn that John
ProcoDio Archuleta. Jose Archuleta,
Schneider, of Roy, Alo: a Co., New Mex- Vito Griego,, Miguel Martinez, all of
ico, who, on April 2trd, 1917, made Mosquero, m. M.
Additional Homestead Entry, No. 024942
PAZ VALVERDB,
for S NK'A Section 1, Township 18
Register
N., Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
Thing That Ars Never Wasted.
to the land above described, before F.
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
No honest work Is wasted. Force
t Koy, New Mexico, on Septem
offie
Is never lost Ton may not se the refeer 7, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
sults you expect, but there are alJohn Shamblin Frank A Roy, Frank
Feidel and A. J. Baker, all of Roy, ways remits when there Is effort
New Mexico.
Never let yourself think that anyPAZ VALVERDE,
you have done has been done
thing
Register.
in vain. Effort and achievement are
Inseparable.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mosq-uero-

p

C. E. Hobson, Jeweler

1915.

That the plaintiffs claim to be the
owners in fee simple of the said tract
of land and unless you enter or cause
to be entered your appearance in the
said cause on or before the 20th day
of September, 1920, judgment and
decree of the court quieting title to
the said lands in the name of the
plaintiffs will be taken against you by

default

Plaintiffs' attorney is Chas. W. G.
Ward, whose post office and business
address is East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
FABIAN CHAVEZ,
(SEAL.) Clerk of the District Court
for the County of Mora.

THE

FOREIGN

riEVS TO DATE

Thousands were rendered homeless

which, accompanied by
torrential rains, swept the Island of
Luzon, P. I.
Brigadier General Lucas, who was
kidnaped by Sinn Felners from a
hunting lodge boarded a military lor
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF ry and escaped.
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
The general strike declared In
Rome in consequence of fighting between tramway workers and street
crowds has ended. Work has been re
sumed in all Industries.
DURING THE PAST WEEK
Archbishop Daniel J. Mannlx of Mel
bourne, Australia, will not be allowed
to land in England because of his reutterances, Premier Lloyd George
cent
EVENTS
IMPORTANT
OF
RECORD
has announced In the House of Com

MARKET

mons.
An attempt to reach North Point
and thus complete the Danish explorwill be
ation of North Greenland,
WMtern Newspaper Union Newt Service.
made by Lange Koch, the young Dan
WESTERN
ish scientist and Polar explorer, this
A bank, three hotels and two
summer.
stores were destroyed by fire
The Canadian fishing vessel GIffen,
which swept three blocks of the busiwas destroyed by fire off Granan.
ness district of Desdemona, In the
Island, near Prince Rupert. Three
Texas oil fields.
men aboard had time only to lower a
Brent Dow Alllnson of Chicago was dory In which they rowed 24 hours to
released from the federal penitentiary a sand pit where they were given
at Leavenworth, where he was serv- food.
ing a term on the charge of being a
Explosion of a bomb in a window of
war slacker. He failed to report when
St. Filipe's Catholic Church at Havana,
drafted.
while a service was in progress, reAfter a peace conference attended
in the death of one woman and
by dairy managers whose firms shut sulted
Injuries
slight
to a few other persons.
off Kansas City's milk, city officials
one victim's death was due to
and members of the Consumers' The
League, have announced that regular fright. Only slight damage was done
to the church.
delivery of milk would continue.
Critchley,
In Canadian
Elat
men
arrest
are
under
Three
dorado, Kan., charged with stealing military circles, has recruited and
approximately 5,500 barrels of crude taken into Mexico three battalions of
oil from the Prairie Pipe Line Com- British and Canadian war veterans to
estate.
pany, and selling It to neighboring settle them on a million-acrThese settlers, it was stated, are ortowns. The oil is valued at $20,000.
Nearly 2,000 persons, watching fire ganized on a thorough military basis,
destroy the warehouse of a Minneapo- including four fully equipped air
lis brewing company, weré so interest- squadrons.
Twenty-fivthousand persons ated they forgot to turn in an alarm,
Damage estimated at $15,000 was done tended the funeral at Old Castle
before firemen discovered the blaze. Meath, Belfast, of Seumas Naeergain,
Mrs. Lottie Smith Rupp, motion pic commandant of the Irish volunteers
ture actress, younger sister to Mrs and a relative of Cardinal O'Connell
Mary Pickford Fairbanks, filed suit of Boston. Naeergain was shot by the
his duty
for divorce In the Superior Court at military while discharging
Los Angeles.
She charges Albert G. with the volunteer police. After servKupp, New York stock broker, with de ices at the Kells church the procession marched sixteen Irish miles to
sertion.
Robert A. Robertson, a veteran of the cemetery.
Troops of General Wu Pel Fu are
the World War and captain of a com
pany of national guardsmen which was close to Peking on the southwest, but
shortly to go on duty with other state everything is orderly. Traffic with
troops under the command of Gen. J Tien Tsln has been Interrupted for
F. Wolters, was shot and killed at Gal several days. Tung Cho, where looting
veston by a sentry at the National and disorder was reported Sunday, is
said to be quiet. The detachment of
Guard camp.
American marines sent to bring out
great
in
appeared
Cutworms have
American residents, if necessary, is
numbers at Canastota, thirty miles remaining
there as a precautionary
northwest of Sioux Falls. On one mensure.
,
was
40
cent
per
farm a damage of
done to the crops of small grain. GENERAL
Every available man In the vicinity
Fire Chief John Healy of Denver,
has been recruited In an effort to was elected unanimously president of
stop the work of the worms, which the International Association of Fire
are said to number on an average Chiefs at the concluding session of the
of 100 to the square foot
convention at Toronto.
Handcuffed and chained to his blcy
A bounty of 5 cents for each rat,
cle, Tony Plzzo, a member of the crew dead or alive, was declared by the city
of the U. S. S. Zula, rode Into Denver of Philadelphia in connection with a
on his way from New York to Los An- movement by health officials to pregeles and return. Pizzo has been re vent the entrance of bubonic plague to
lieved from active duty In the navy that city.
temporarily, that he may make the Phillip Nissenmn, 24 years old, a contranscontinental round trip, which he vict in the state prison at Auburn, N.
has pledged himself to accomplish Y., was murdered In the prison yard
without once being unchained from his by fellow inmates following a series
bicycle.
of fights in which several convicts
PEOPLE.

e

e

participated.
t
Amesoll Patasonl
of Lawrence,
Suppression of Bolshevist newspa
pers in Mexico has been ordered by Kan., who at 19 is leading contestant
President de la Huerta, the Mexican for the honor of representing the
embassy at Washington has been ad United States In the distance races In
the Olympic games at Antwerp this
vised.
United States district attorneys and year, Is a full blood Zunl Indian.
Archbishop Daniel C. Mannlx of
other federal agents as well as the fair
price commissions have been instruct Australia, on a tour of the country,
ed by the Department of Justice to said he would have to rearrange his
watch closely for profiteering In the Itinerary as n result of Premier Lloyd
e
by dealers of the millions of George's announcement that he would
dollars' worth of canned' meat now not be allowed to land In Ireland. The
planned to sail for
being distributed by the War Depart- prelate had

WASHINGTON

ment.

Queenstown.

Judge C. B. Ames, assistant to the
attorney general since June, 1919, and
in charge of the government's case in
the coal strike injunction proceedings,
has resigned.
Abandonment of Camp Zachary Taylor, Louisville, Ky., has been announced by the War Department, with
the notice that the first division, now
stationed there, will be transferred to
Camp DIx, N. J.
Captain Rudolph W. Schroeder, holder of the world altitude record, will
pilot the American army plane In the
Gordon Bennett international cup race
to be held in France the last week of
September, It was announced at the
War Department.
Adoption- of a more liberal policy
with regard to exports, is planned by
the Japanese government, according
to reports at the department of commerce. While retaining export con-- '
trol of certain commodities, the government, owing to the recent commercial and financial crisis, has decided
to relax export embargoes and license
restrictions. Products affected include
paper, fertilizers, rice, wheat, barley
and cotton yarn.
An Increase of about 3 per cent In
freight traffic on the railroads of the
country during the first two weeks of
July as compared with the same period
in 1919 has been reported by the commission on car service of the American
Loaded cars
Railway Association.
numbered 1,597,295 against 1,553,071
for the same two weeks of 1919 and
for the similar period of 1918.
Air mail service from New York to
San Francisco will be Inaugurated In
September, Assistant Postmaster General Praeger announced at

Resolute captured the fifth race be
tween the defender and the challenger
Shamrock IV., In their contest for the
America's cup, and thereby the cup remains in America.
E. II. Murdock, prominent in Cincinnati's business and club life, and said
to be the father of the "more daylight"
movement In America, died at Baltimore, a few hours after having undergone an operation at the Johns Hopkins hospital there. He was 58 years

-

old.
Deputy

tnmr

SERVICE

Hog.
$14.5015.50
Sheep.

Lambs
Vearllngs
Wethers
Ewes

$14.0014.65

9.0010.00

8.00
7.50

8.50

8.00

Dreamed Poultry.
following prices on dressed
poultry are net F. O. U. Denver.
Turkeys, No. Is
45

The

Turkeys, old toms.
Hens, lb
Ducks, young

40
14

25
25
23

Geese

Roosters
I.lve Poultry.
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over....
Hens, lb
Ducklings
OoslinRs
Broilers. 1920 crop
Cocks

027

27
25

30

30
33
2S

20
40

022

43
16

Kit lie.

Eggs, strictly fresh, case
count
$12.2512.50
33
.44
Loss off, per doz

lluttcr.

Creamery, first grade
Creamery, second grade
Process Butter
,

Packing stock

.

57
50
49
38

48

.... f ...... .36

Ilutter Fat.

Direct

New Mexico
and Arizona

Will Get Above 40 Cent Over the
Fixed Scale Set World Looking
to the Dominion for It
Grain.

58
52

56

Station

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

INTERURBAN

WILL RUN

BOULDER AND ELDORADO SERVICE WILL NOT BE AFFECT-

Twelve hundred acres of state land
adjoining the townsite of Gila Bend
will be sold by the State Land Department.
The executive board of the New
Mexico Cottle and Horse Growers' Association held Its second annual meet-

ing In Silver City Aug. 0.
Governor Borquez of Sonora has Issued an official order that no wines,
beers or liquors may be sold within
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
150 meters of the international line.
Denver. Complete paralysis of tin
Harry C. Almy of Tombstone has
of
electric transportation facilities
rl-- .
Denver, followed a strike of more ben named captain of the civilian
than 1,100 carmen at 5 o'clock Sunday fie team to be sent from Arizona to
morning, forcing thousands of persons the national rifle matches at Cump
In the city to walk. The strike went Perry, Ohio.
A. W. McCullom, assistant postmasinto effect Immediately after the
union men had voted 887 to 10 In fa- ter at Superior, Ariz., Is being held In
vor of a walkout to enforce their de- custody on a charge of embezzling
of money order funds from the
mands for a wage of 75 cents an
hour. They have been receiving 58 government.
cents maximum.
As the result of a meeting of the
trustees, Alamogordo schools will be
A sufficient number of experienced
tramway workers are in Denver to among the best equipped in the way of
man the cars which the Tramway playground equipment of any schools
company plan to run from the barns in the state.
beginning Tuesday morning, according
T. W. Selk, station agent at Osborn,
to company officials, and by WednesAriz., and for many years station agent
day the company heads believe nor- at Fort Huachuca, took his own Ufe
mal service will be restored. No se- at his home at Osborn by cutting his
rious interference is expected to arise throat with a razor.
from striking street car men when the
Manuel Pollock, son of Andres Polplan of operating the car line to the lock, Las Vegas, N. M., was seriously
Fitzsimmons general hospital is car- injured at Los Cerillos when a large
ried out, with soldiers from the in- standpipe fell on him, crushing one
stitution in charge of the cars. The foot and most of the leg.
that this
company has announced
Curry comity's first attempt at cotservice is not intended to provide
ton
raising is reported from districts
transportation for civilian passensoutheast of Clovis, where several
gers.
hundred acres planted this spring Is
With pickets posted by the union
said to be In excellent condition.
patrolling the four division points of
An Increase of approximately
y
the company, Tramway officials
In assessed valuation of propcompleting preparations for the
of hundreds of strike- erty In Maricopa county was noted In
Importation
1920-2made
breakers and the resumption of nor- a tentative budget for
mal service, and city authorities pre- public by the board of supervisors.
Action to repair the Apache Trail,
paring to check any disorders as a
consequence of the strike, the day connecting Phoenix and Globe, was begun here at a meeting of the board of
passed without untoward incident.
Plans for housing and feeding the supervisors of Maricopa county, water
strikebreakers have been completed users' officials and civic organizato the finest detail, according to the tions.
company officials, and the company's
The New Mexico Normal School has
quartermaster department will be closed its summer school. The sumable to withstand a prolonged strike mer session has been the most successwith the large supplies of foodstuffs ful ever held at the school and showed
which have been stored in the Traman increase over last year of over 50
way building.
per cent.
Service on the Denver & Interurban
At a meeting of the Curry County
electric line to Boulder and Eldorado Fair Association It was decided to
Springs will not be Interrupted In the hold a county fair again this season,
least by the Denver tramway strike, probably some time early in the fall.
according to a statement issued by C. The fair will be held In connection
W. Richards, general superintendent. with the exhibits of the boys' and girls'
club.
Airplane Thieves Operate.
The Eighth Annual Northern AriChicago. The first airplane theft zona State Fair will be held at Pres-cotOct 14, 15 and 18. The officials
In Chicago occurred here at Checkerboard field, where two men, arriving of the association expect to make this
at daybreak, sailed away before the year's fair the most successful from
sleepy mechanics who watched the every standpoint that has ever been
take-off- ,
realized what had happened. held.
Several planes took the air, but failed
Corp. Antonio Salcldo, Ninth Aero
to locate the plane. It was found squadron, who was killed when the
later four miles from the field, where plane In which he was riding as obd
near Alturas, Calif.,
the thieves had been forced to land server
because of engine trouble. The men while on a forest reserve service pastripped the machine of valuable In- trol, received a military funeral at
struments.
Phoenix.
County road work In the vicinity of
"Good" Indian.
Gallup and throughout the greater
Thirteen part of McKinley county, In New MexElbow Lake, Minn.
skulls, believed to be those of In- ico, Is progressing rapidly. The roads
dians, were unearthed on the farm from Gallup to Raman, Coal Basin and
near Barrett. China Springs have been graded and
Of Lara O. Pjelle,
Pjelie discovered them when he culverts put in and part of the road
pulled up the stump of what had to Gibson has been completed. By the
been a huge oak tree, believed to be end of the year practically all of the
more than 100 years old. All had county roads will be In splendid condition.
been scalped.
The breeders of high grade livestock
Intra-StatRaiset Asked.
In Union county held a meeting in
Clayton, N. M., and formed an organof IntraAdvances
Washington.
state rates freight, passenger and ization to be known as the Union
Livestock and PoulPullman to correspond with the in- County Pure-Breterstate increases authorized by the try Association.
The assessment of Pima county's
Interstate Commerce Commission will
be asked of state railway commission- taxable property is estimated at apers, it was stated by Alfred P. Thorn, proximately $03,025,000 in the abstract
general counsel for the Association of of the assessment rolls presented by
Hallway Executives.
V. S. Griffith, county assessor, to the
State Tax Commission at Douglas.
The wheat crop this season In CurTo Stimulate Panama Commerce.
ry county will be the lnrgest in hisThe
Washington.
tory. Many of the large fields are proCollege of Commerce will open at Panbushels
ama City, Jan. 1, under patronage of ducing sis high as twenty-fivper acre and the average for the counthe government of the Panamá.
ty will be between fifteen and eighteen
bushels per acre.
Strikers Ordered Back.
A budget of $948,521.70, for expenses
workIndianapolis. Striking mine
of
the city of Phoenix from July 1,
ers In Indiana and Illinois were or1920 to June 30, 1921, has been subby
John
work
President
to
back
dered
mitted for the city commission by City
L. Lewis of the United Mine Workers
Manager C. A. Thompson. Last year's
of America.
budget was $508,651.90. It was brought
ED BY
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rap-Idl-

Fruit.

box
J3.504.00
standard, crts.. 6.00(6.00
crates.... 3.7b4.(u

ADDles. new. Colo.,

Cantaloupes,
Cantaloupes,

pony

Vegetables.
Asparagus, lb
f
Beans, navy, cwt
Beans, Pinto, cwt
Beans, Lima, lb
Beans, green, lb
Beans, wax, lb
Beets, Colo., doz. bunches
Beets, cwt
Cabbage, Colo., cwt
Carrots, cwt
Cauliflower, lb
H. H. cucumbers, doz....
Leaf lettuce, h. h.. doz...
Lettuce, head, doz
Unions, Colo., cwt
Green peas, lb
Peppers
Potatoes, new
Badishes, long h. h
Kadishes, round h. h
Rhubarb, lb
Spinach
Turnips, Colo., cwt

.13
8.50
6.00
22

.30
S.00

3.00
4.00
10

1.60
.40
90

.15
9.00
6.75
.25
,06
.06
.40
4.00
8.50
6.00
.12
2.00
.60
1.00

10
15

.12
.20

6.50

6.00

.30
.30

20
20
03
04

.04
.05

5.00

HAY AND GRAIN.

Grnln.
Buying prices (bulk) carloads, F. O.
Denver:
Corn, No. 3 yellow
2.85
Corn, No. 3 mixed
Oats, per cwt
2.30
Barley, ner cwt
.
Hay.
129.00
Timothy, No. 1, ton
28.00
Timothy. No. 2, ton
28.00
South Park, No. 1, ton
26.00
2,
ton
No.
South Park.
25.00
Alfalfa, ton
1,
23.00
ton
No.
Second Bottom,
21.50
Second Bottom, No. 2, ton
10 00
Straw
B.

1

t,

nose-dive-

HIDES AND PELTS.
Denver Price 1.1st.
Dry Flint Hide.
Butcher, 16 lbs, and up
Butcher, under 16 lbs
Fallen, all weights
Bulls and stags
Culls
Dry Salt hides. 6c per lb. less.
Dry Flint Pelts.
'.
Wool pelts
Short wool pelts
Butcher shearings
No. 2 murrain shearings
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts
Green Salted Hides, Etc.
Cured Hides, 25 lbs. up, No. 1
Cured Hides, 25 lbs. up, No. 2
Bulls, No. 1
Bulls, No. 2
Glues, hides and skins
No. 1
No. 2
Calf, No. 1
Calf, No. 2
Kip,
Kip,

22
23
20
12

"

IB
10
07
05

.07
10
09
08
07
06
12
10
20

.18

12
Branded Kip and calf. No. 12
11
Branded Kip and calf, No.
Part cured hides, 2c per lb. less
than cured.hides, 4c per lb. less
than
Green
cured.
Horselildes.
Salted
Green
Jo. 0005.50
No i

Ko. 2

Headless, 60c less.
Ponies and glue

4.00

4.60

2.503.50

e

d

'

It will be of Interest to many readers to learn that their farmer friends
In Canada will do so well out of the
wheat they grew on western Canada's
prairies last year.
There was a fixed price of $2.15 per
bushel paid for their wheat last season.
Not knowing the price at whlcb It
would be possible to market the crop,
the Canadian grain board, which organization handled the whole of ths
crop last summer, fixed $2.15 as a minimum price for No." 1 wheat, and arranged that each farmer should be
given certificates for the quantity ot
wheat he delivered. The amount received over and above the fixed pries
which was paid to the farmers when
selling their wheat was to be divided
pro rata at the end of the season, and
the holders of these certificates will,

therefore, participate In the extra
price received according to the quantity of wbeat sold.
The latest advices are that the
wheat board will pay at least 40 cents
a bushel over the fixed rate of $2.15 a
bushel for their wheat of last season.
This means that about $40,000,000 will
be distributed among the farmers of
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
This sura represents the difference in
the price at whlcb the wheat crop was
sold and the price that was fixed for
last season's crop.
Canadian Wheat In Demand.
A declaration that Canadian wheat
would in all probability sell this year
at between $3 and $5 per bushel, was
made recently before a conference of
western supporters of the government
by Dr. Robert Maglll, who was one of
a deputation from the Winnipeg grain
exchange. Dr. Maglll argued In favor of open trading from the aspect
of world conditions. He stated that
no wheat could be exported from Russia owing to Internal troubles.
Roumanla would have absolutely
none to export, India was prohibiting
export,
while
Australia's acreage
would fall from 12,000,000 to 7,000,000.
The result 'would be that Australia
would scarcely have enough to feed
herself, and there would be absolutely no wheat for Europe, except from
the Argentine and North America.
Dr. Maglll, according to formal announcement, though it would be impossible to secure as good a price for
the producer by control as by the
open market. The United States mar-j- et
was now open, and, according to
present prospects, there would be
tnlgbty little to spare from that quarter. The net result would be that Canadian wheat would undoubtedly goto a record figure. Advertisement
Ingenious Motion Picture.
Motion pictures of construction
work in which a large public building
appears to rise from the ground like
magic, being completed in the ten

minutes' duration of the film, are being shown before various engineering
societies by government representatives, according to Popular Mechanics
Magazine.
The structure Is the Industrial building of the United States
bureau of standards, and the pictures
were made by exposing a short length)
of film every day during the ten
months of work on the building.

END OF EIGHT

YEARS MISERY
Used Lydia E. Pinkham't
Vegetable Compound
and Recovered.
Newark, N. J. "The doctor said I
had an organic trouble and treated me
lor several weeks.
At times I could not
walk at all and I
suffered with my
back and limbs so I
often had to stay in
bed.
I suffered off
and on for eight

jpPlf

years.

Hailstones

in

Kansas.

Wichita, Kan. Hall, measuring six
Inches In circumference fell here for
twenty minutes, ruining automobile
tops and breaking windows.
Poland

Face

Crisis.

,New York. Compelled by the Bolshevist advance to leave her crops
and with her transportation
system disrupted, Poland Is on the
threshold of a national food shortage
as winter approaches.
Rate Raise Granted.
Authority for the railWashington.
roads to Increase revenues by approximately one billion and a half dollar
has been granted by the Interstate
Commerce Commission.

Finally

I

heard that Lydia E.
Pinkham's V e g
Compound was

a good medicine

e
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WELL

Record Prices Paid Wheat Grow-- .
ers of Western Canada.

,

Cuttle

Beef steers, grass and dry
fed
12.0014.00
Beef steers, grass fed, good
to choice
12.00 12.50
Beef steers, grass fed, fair
to good
9.5fl11.25
Heifers, prima .,
9.25 f) 10.00
Cows, good to choice
9.25
8.50
Cows, fair to good
7.75
6.25
Stacker cows
6.754Í 6.75
Gutters
5.50
4.50
3.0(1
4.25
banners
6.75
Bulls
4.25
Veal calves
8.00 12.00
8.50
Feeders, good to choice... 8.00
7.00(3) 8.00
Feeders, fair to good
Stockers, good to choice.. 7.000 8.00
7.50
Stockers, fair to good.... 6.50

DO

News

BY COMPANY.

DENVEB MAIIKETS.

Good hogs

FARMERS

From All Over

IMMEDIATELY

PROMISED

Western Newspaper Union News Servio.

Sheriff Harry Worden was
EASTERN LIVE STOCK.
Instantly killed, another deputy sheriff
At Chicago.
was wounded and two alleged bandits
Top, $16.85; bulk,
Chicago.--Catt- le
were shot in a gun fight between choice, $16.00 16.60; grassy, $11.00
steady, others
14 60; best she stock
sheriff's officers and a gang of rob- dragging;
best cows, $5.509.00; handy
bers who held up and robbed the weight bulls slow; bulk, $6.U011.00;
bolognas fully 25 cents lower; choice
Farmers' State Bank at Grass Lake, vealers,
$1K.6016.75; stockers slow,
Mich.
twelve miles east of Jackson,
' 25 cents lower.
Hogs Receipts, 21,000. Mafket unFour men were shot when five ban- even,
25 to 60 cents higher; top, $16.00;
$15.0016.60;
dits held up the paymaster of the light and light butchers,
sows, $13.85 to 14.25; pigs, $14.00
packing
Hart, Schnffner & Marx Clothing Com15.00.
pany at Chicago, escaping with $10,- 22,000.
Market
Receipts,
Sheep
000 In cash. Two of the wounded were slow. Lambs, 26 to' 40 cents lower;
top Western lambs,
steady;
sheep
bandits who were carried away by $15.25; top native, $14.75; bulk, $13.00
top
$11.00;
their cdmpanions, and the other vic- 14.00; feeder yearlings,
Western, $10.00; Western, $9.00; top
tims were a company employé and an native, $8.25; good choice feeder lambs,
choice native Western
$12.5013.00;
express messenger.
breeding ewes, $10.75; native, $9.25..
Twenty firemen were overcome
while fighting a fire that practically
Chicago Cask Grain.
destroyed the beef house of Armour
Chicago. Wheat No. 1 red, $2.62
a
structure 2.66; No. 1 red, $2.622.63.
& Company,
Corn No. 2 mixed, $1.4701.48; No,
covering a block at the stock yards,
1.49.
2 yellow, $1.48
$1,000,-000
Chicago. The flames menaced
Oats No. 2 white, 80 12c; No. I
worth of beef In adjoining storage white, 77tt81c.
Rye No. 2, $1.982.06.
plants.
Barley
5c 11.06.
The estate of the late Col. Robert
Timothy Seed $9.00011.25.
Clover Seed $30.0036.00.
Bacon, formerly a partner In J. P.
Pork Nominal.
Morgan & Company, totals $7,585,000,
Lard $18.67.
Kibs $16.00017.00.
according to an appraisal announced
by the state controller of New York,
Chicas; Dairy.
for the purpose of fixing the
Chicago. Butter lower; creamery,
tax.
I353c.
five-stor- y
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"3UT

dry-goo-

well-know- n

Southwest

"TRAFJ'-LES-

QUOTATIONS

THE WORLD.

FOR BUSY

QUEEN CITY

LATE

by a typhoon

IN PARAGRAPHS

CONDENSED

SPANISH-AMERICA-

and

tried it with splen

did effect I can now do my housework and my washinsr. I have recommended your Vegetable Compound and
your Blood Medicine and three of my

friends are taking them to advantage.
You can use my name for a testimonial. ' '
Mrs.

Theresa Coventry,

St, Newark, N. J.

75

Burnett

Yon are invited to write for free adrice
out that during the past year the corNo other medicine has been so sucporation area has increased 27 per cent
doubling, however, the miles of streets cessful in relieving woman's suffering
as has Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
to be sprinkled and the cost of cleanCompound. Women may receive free
ing ditches and furnishing water for and helpful advice by writing the Ly diaIrrigation.
ls. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
Miss Mort, the English artist model, Such letters are received and answered
by women only and held in strict
and Henry O'Brien, her soldier trial confidence.
the
centered
whom
husband, around
sensational shooting of O'Brien by Dr.
Campbell at Wickenburg, are being
ent to England on the "aliens' special" which Is transporting undesirables who have been ordered deported.
The crop conditions In Colfax coun1 25
25c, Oieh
ni 50c, Tlc25c.
ty, N. M., are excellent and will exceed
a former record of 160,000 bushels of
winter wheat and 240,000 bushels of FRECKLES
spring wheat. The yield of other
grains will also be very large.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

Cuticura Soap
Is Ideal for
The Complexion

S-

-

SSgBaB
20.

THE

Sure

SAY "DIAMOND DYES"
Don't streak or ruin your material in si
poor dye. Insist on "Diamond Dyes."
Easy directions in package.

Relief

"CORNS"
6

Bell-an- s

Hot water
Sure Relief

Lift Right Off Without Pain

rrEJLL-AM- S

When the body begins to tifien
and movement becomes painful it
is usually an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

COLD MEDAL

ira
I

w

fichell""Rs-r1erc- er
Graham

Speed Truck

High grade lines of low depreciation.
ÜNGER-GOF-

MOTORS & SUPPLY CO.

F

DENVER

.

Flies!

Kill All

KK

Placed .n y where, DAISY FLY KILLER attracts anrj
tui all fliw. Neat, clean, ornamental, convenient and
k cneap. iaauanaea-rsof- i.
Uada of metal.

rr'
'''i

win noi ton or injur
anything. Gatrantwd.
UA Ia I

FLY KILLER

at vonr deal! am
8 by EXPRESS.prepaid.
$1.28.
HAROLD SOIiKKS. 160 Da Kalb Ave.. Brooklyn, M. Y.

ml

PARKER'S
HAIR RAIJQAftjf
RamoTasDuidnia-staiiaUilriralU-

rid
Beautynwiiwa
to Cray and Faded Hair
FTlBríor Chrn. V; les. Patchogtif, RT

him nrroKic
w
las
w nouiuiut VTOaJ,
louse, etc,
ensure
itopa

LaM

all pain,
comfort to ta
make
atlcinir eany. lfto. bj mall or at Drus-- .,
Uta, Üiacox Cbwaiau Woriu. VaUolioffuo, H. T.

fee,

DEALING

IN

DAYLIGHT STOCK

Beginners In Grand Old Game of Speculation Made Somewhat Humorous Selection.
Two young pretenders of high school
age have been noticeable In a local
broker's office recently, taking an Interest In everything financial.
It had been explained that X on the
ticker tape was the abbreviation for
United States steel.
ÜQ stood for
Great Northern ore, and the figure following was the price at which the
stock was selling at the moment.
They had been watching the ticker
for some time when PM was flashed
on the tape, along with several hundred other quotations, and they Immediately began to hunt through the
guide card for the meaning of PM.
"Going

to

buy

something?"

In-

quired the board marker.
"Yep," five shares of this PM stock.
I see It's quoted at $1 a share."
"Oh," said the board marker, glancing at the clock, which was then pointing to one o'clock. "I see you are taking stock In the afternoon." Indianapolis News.
His One Chance.
"I believe," said the Impatient man
as he put aside the telephone, "that
I'll go fishing."
'"Didn't know you care for fishing."
"I don't ordinarily. But It's the pnly
chance I have of finding myself at the
end of a line that Isn't busy." Boys'

Life.

BY

REDS

Washington.
A vivid description of
lie evacuation of Kiev by the Polish
irray was received In Washington, In
:he shape of mall dispatches from
Warsaw, the Polish capital. Colonel
3askill, formerly of the American
irmy, but now of the Polish railway
nlssion, and Jay P. Moffat, secretary
Jf the American Legation at Warsaw,
famished two of the clearest stories
it the actual abandonment of the

Doesn't hurt a bltl Drop a little
"Freezone" on an aching corn, Instantly
that corn stops hurting, then shortly
you lift it right off with fingera. Truly
Tour druggist sells a tiny bottle of
"Freezone" for a few cents, sufficient to
remove every hard corn, soft corn, or
corn between the toes, and the calluses, Ukrainian city.
The account, which, although not
without soreness or Irritation.
official, Is regnrded asVellable InforYou would not think any duty, small
mation, follows:
If you yourself were great.
Picturesque and Thrilling Event.
"The
evacuation of Kiev by the PolAfter Ten Years
ish army was a picturesque as well
Eatonic Proves the Best as a thrilling event. Credit for sav"I say, God bless eatonic," writes ing not only his men but also for the
Mrs. Delia M. Doyen. "I can truth- rescue of the immense swarm of reffully say, after suffering with stomach ugees which accompanied the army
trouble for ten long years, that I havi must be given to General Rydz Smlg-lenever had anything do me so much
the Polish commander oí the Kiev
good as this one box of eatonic."
sccupntlon. ' Since the evacuation
We print these grateful words from these refugees have been making their
this dear lady, so that sufferers every- way Into Warsaw clad In anything
where may have hope and a little remotely resembling clothes and have
faith just enough to give eatonic a been giving truthful but none the less
trial. Why, folks, last year over half extraordinary accounts of the experia million people used eatonic and ences which they have undergone.
found relief.
"Colonel Gasklll, who came out of
This Is the secret: Eatonic sim- Kiev with the Polish troops, was with
ply takes up the excess acids, poisons the Polish staff there throughout the
and gases, and carries them right out entire experience and witnessed the
of the body.
Of course, when the planning as well as the execution of
cause Is removed, the sufferer gets the evacuation movement. Mr. Moffat
well. Stomach trouble causes about took part In the evacuation of
and experienced,
seventy
after the
diseases, so, If
you are suffering any kind of misery, Budenny red cavalry raid, a thrilling
l,
not feeling well, go right to your drug- night ride through the forests of
while the peasants along the way
gist today and obtain a big box of
eatonic; cost, Is a trifle. Use It and were apparently taking pot shots at
any soldiers they saw, with little refind quick, sure relief.
Make this test you will see, and gard to the color of their uniforms.
"The stories told by both Colonel
then, If you are not satisfied, your
druggist will hand your money back. Oasklll and Mr. Moffat confirm what
He does not want one penny unless, hns so often been said of the cruelties
of the red troops.
Colonel Gasklll
eatonic pleases you. Adv.
told with considerable vividness of the
FOR EVERY DAY, AS IT WERE descent of the reds upon the city even
before the troops and refugees had
Soldier's Preference Was for Some- gotten away, and of a night spent
amid turbulence and constant Indisthing of Which He Could Make
criminate firing by the reds on refuGeneral Use.
gees and troop trains. Fortunately
A British general who was com- their aim for the most part was poor.
mandant of a district In India had Mr. Moffat in his region saw the hackpresented the prizes at the garrison ed and mutilated bodies of Polish solsports, and was rather surprised when diers along the roadway at Jltomlercz,
one of the
a private In and the bodies of four mutilated solan infantry regiment, approached him diers hanging In a freight car, their
a few days later an(l begged to know wounds attesting that their deaths had
if he would be allowed to change his been made as horrible as humanly
possible.
prize for something useful.
The condition of the refugees was
"What was your prize?" asked the
described by both men as pathetic,
general.
In reply, the man produced a long men, women and babies being huddled
case under his arm, and showed a Into box cars, and all arrayed In most
extraordinary
makeshift
clothing.
handsome pair of meat carvers.
"Very nice, I am sure," said the They had been summoned to flee the
general. "What do you want to city with hardly more than an hour
of warning and all had fled almost
change them for?"
"Well, you see, sir," replied the as they stood. They had abandoned
man, "I would rather have a knife their homes with no preparation. They
and fork of the size to eat meat with." had no food and no clothing other
,
than what they wore. Even more terEdinburgh Scotchman.
rible than the refugees, however, was
The Mornmg After.
Wlfey It's your own fault. You
ought to know better than to stay out
till 2 o'clock with your good for noth-ln- g
friends drinking Ice cream soda.
Judge.
1

The world's standard remedy (or kidney,
Tr, bladder and uric acid tronólas.
Famous sines 1696. Taka regularly and
keep in good health. In threa sixes, all
druggists. Guaranteed as represented,
teak far tha hum Gold MU1 oa erery kea
aad amea a Imitation

Americans With Polish Army Tell
Thrilling Story of Flight
From Bolsheviki.

evacuation Is Weird and Picturesque
Happening
Hacked and Mutilated
Bodies of Polish Soldiers Attest Cruelty of Reds.

II

was actually under way the convoys
were suffering from gunfire as well
as from the bombs of the aviators, and
In the city which they had left behind the fleeing troops and refugees
could see the flames mounting steadily from burning buildings.. The ride
out was an exciting one. The trains
could only be moved at a slow speed,
the condition of the people whom the and Polish soldiers were required on
Poles were obliged to leave behind the footboards of all the engines to
maintain order and prevent panic.'
since the trains could not accommodate' them. There were Incidents in
IS DEAD
which fathers and mothers gave up FRENCH GALLANTRY
their places in order that their children, particularly their daughters, Girls Now Have to Fight for Seat
might escape from the doomed region.
In Paris Subway
Trains.
Ordered to Leave City.
Up to the last, according to Colonel
Paris. So bad have the traveling
Gasklll's account, the Poles were determined to hold the city. The staff conditions become on the tubes here
had not only planned but had put that the woman workers, Including the
Into operation a scheme for defense, mlddlnettes and modistes of the fashand General Itydz Smigley was satis-fle- d ionable shops, have demanded that a
that while the cost might be special carriage on each train be reheavy, they could hold their ground. served for women.
"The traditional gallantry of France
AH the time that the decision was being made, Colonel Gasklll stated, the must be dead," remarked a tired busistaff headquarters was fairly besieged ness girl. "Traveling on the metro at
by Russians and Poles begging the certain hours of the day has become
general not to abandon them and pre- nothing more or less than a battle In
dicting their fate with the return of which the weak have no chance
against the strong."
the reds.
The knowledge that the reds had
o
crossed the river and were advancing
from the north was confirmed by the
Wireless Guidance
appearance of red airplanes which befor Swedish Fishers
gan dropping Incendiary bombs on the
city so that In a relatively short time
Wireless teleStockholm.
half a dozen fires were burning.
phone receivers are being placed
"While the Polish staff was enby the Swedish government on
deavoring to reach a decision the posifishing craft, so the fishers may
tive order came from the chief of
be warned of bad weather and
staff, PllsudskI, to abandon the place,
Informed where good catches of
and a wild rush of preparation began.
herring may be expected. As no
A Polish Bed Cross and other agentransmitters will be placed on
cies began to gather together the refthe boats the fishers will not be
ugees and the army officials to marable to communicate with other
shal their men. These preparations
vessels nor with wireless stawere, of course, noted by the enemy,
tions on shore.
and the number of red planes Increased. By the time the movement

KIEV EVACUATED
WHILE BURNING

T ATROCITIES

SQUEEZED
TO DEATH

RPANI9H-AMERICA-

FULLY OCCUPIED.
"How are things going these days?"
isked the washing machine agent who
rlslted the hamlet, now and again.
"Finer than frog hair!" replied th
andlord of the tavern at Grudge,
'Business Is so lively and everybody
to busy that now'days hardly evei
nore than a dozen fellers gather
iround a dog fight, unless, of course,
tere are more than two dogs In It."
Turning a Deaf Ear.
Mrs. Bacon How Is your sister get-ln-g
along taking boarders?
Mrs. Egbert Oh, splendidly! She
lasn't heard a complaint from one of
er boarders yet.
g
"Why, I did not know she was
as deaf as that! London
get-in-

An-iwe-

VENTILATION IN
METAL MINES

Jlto-mler-

Ko-ve-

prize-winner- s,

when nervousness, indigestion, billiousness or some other
upset makes you think you are
not eating or drinking the right
thing
if you're a coffee drinker, cut
out coffee ten days and use

Postum Cerea
coffee-li- ke

flavor, suits coffee drinkers. Its
value to health soon shows, and its
economy is so apparent under use
that one quickly realizes.

"There's a Reason
Made by Postum Cereal Co., Inc
Battle Creek, Michigan

Be

LIVES

AND

EFFICIENCY

LOST

One Thousand Die Annually From
Miner's Consumption, Chiefly Caused
by Dust Time Lost Aggregates
Millions of Dollars.
Washington.
The desirability of
efficient control of air currents and
the necessity of supplying metal mine
workers with better and safer working conditions has created an active
Interest in metal mine ventilation, especially In recent years. In a paper
just issued by the United States bureau of mines the writer, D. Harrington, mining engineer of the bureau,
discusses the subject both with regard
to efficiency and economy as well as
safety and health. It is based on personal observations of Mr. Harrington
during more than four years' study
of metal mines In six states, in which
more than fifty mines were visited.
In coal mines ventilation is generally regarded as essential, but In many
metal mines, especially shallow ones,
the operators pay little attention to
or Ignore it altogether,
ventilation,
says the writer. Mr. Harrington says :
Ventilation Necessary.
"There Is greater necessity for ade- -

quate ventilation of metal mines than
of coal mines. The latter require air
currents to remove explosive gases
and the fumes of explosives, but metal
mines, In addition to the need of removing fumes of explosives and occasionally explosive gases, frequently
have need of removing dusts dangerous to health, reduction of high temperatures and high humidity, and removal of Inert, but unhealthful gases."
The main features affecting metal-min- e
ventilation as outlined In part
by Mr. Harrington, are:
Movement of Air This involves effects of air movement at various temperatures, humidities, and with certain gases present, and the advisable
velocity of current to use.
Temperature The temperature of
the air In a metal mine Is influenced
by the outside air temperature, underground rock and water temperature,
oxidation of ores and timbers, mine
fires, friction of air due to velocity of
flow, movement of ground, firing of
shots, quantity of air circulating, heat
from breathing of men and animals,
heated air from other mines, heat from
electric motors and other machinery.
Humidity The humidity of mine air
depends on the relative humidity of
surface air, wetness of shafts and
workings, the velocities, quantities,
and temperatures of the air circulated.
Where small fan units are employed
to force air through galvanized Iron
or canvas tubing, these also affect the
humidity through absorption or depo-

sition of moisture.
Mine gases and dusts The Intake
air Is usually pure, except In rare Instances where smoke' or dust from surface works may be present. The air
In the mine changes through breathing
of men and animals, burning of lights,
oxidation of ore or timber, gases Issu4
'W:'ííx
ing from strata, gases from mine fires,
fumes from explosives, gases from
compressed air, gases from operation
dusts from drilling,
of machinery,
blasting, shoveling and other work.
Studied by Experts.
The writer says that the bureau of
mines and the United States public
health service, In conjunction with the
Investigation of mine dusts and gases,
are studying effects of temperature
and humidity on workmen's health and
efficiency.
"Few mines having humid hot working places with no circulation have escaped without one or more fatalities
from 'heart failure,' which Is really
heat prostration," says the writer, "yet
proper air circulation would make
these mines endurable.
"In some mines where gases such as
nitrogen or carbon dioxide Issue from
the strata, fatalities and many cases
of gassing have occurred from Inadequate ventilation ; the remedy Is force
or pressure ventilation with constant
vigilance. Many lives have been lost
as well as much property, from fires
In metal mines because no ventilating
equipment arranged to control the air
currents in such an emergency had
been provided.
"Miners' consumption probably kills
at least 1,000 metal miners annually
In the United States, and causes a loss
of time aggregating millions of dollars; the misery and suffering to miners and their families cannot be estiYet the causes of this disease
mated.
Geddes,
United
Auckland
to
States,
Sir
the
ambassador
The British
reduced 75 per cent, If not
be
could
magnificent
jeweled,
chased
sword,
and
to Gen. John J. Pershing a
engraved In commemoration of the splendid services rendered during the war wholly eliminated by proper preventive
by General Pershing and the men who fought under him. The sword was a measures on the part of operator and
gift from the corporation and city of London, delayed until London's Jeweters miner, one of the most potent meas
could be released from their military tasks long enough to fashion the gift urea, as previously mentioned, Is ade
,
quate venWlatlon."
with all possible care.

General Pershing Gets Jeweled Sword

When Something
Is Wrong
With Your Comfort

This delicious drink with its

Fault That Should
Remedied, Says Federal
Engineer.

An Economic

BOOSTING IT.

Friend Everything is going up.
Poet Yes, yesterday a literary
lady offered me a nickel for my
thoughts.
The Last Word.

more than all red terror gangs
Of evtl glim

Far

I hate the bally putt that hangs
Upon the rim.

Deceived.
Miss Loftibrow Why did you leave
the agricultural college?
Miss Manchaser
It was a swindle,
rhe catalogue mentioned thorough
loursei; In husbandry. I took two
terms and there wasn't, even a hint
ibout husbands.
The Vital One.

"I have taken up the study of ethnology, and what puzzles me Is what
Is the greatest problem of the races?"
"That's easy. It Is to guess right
which horse Is going to win."
She Knew Then.
"George, who Is that old man who
itared at me so during dinner?
"Oh, that's Mr. Doan, the famous
Insanity expert I"
Cartoons Maga-tinWill Enlighten Jack, Too.
Mother Do you mean to tell me
that you and Jack Addlepate are ta
marry?"

Daughter I cot only mean to tell
but Jack.

you, mamma,

The Same Thing.

I hear that you are leading a

Barr

double Ufe.
Carr Not exactly. It's costing me
Jouble to lead the same life I led yean
Rgo. Judge.

NEW USE FOR THE
PHONOGRAPH.
"Gee, this human roulette wheel
is great. Just like Coney Island!"
True.
keep this in mind:
It is true of the most,
The less a man does
The more he will boast

Just

Hire

Him.

I don't like to hire this fellow.
I don't know whether he can sell oui
Boss

goods or not.
Manager I'll assure you he's good
He could sell glasses to the eyes In a
potato.
The Best Reason.

"But," we persisted, "how can yot
admire Dickens, Hawthorne, Samuel
Pepys and the rest of those famous
old authors if you do not read them?
"That Is the reason," grimly replied
Hostetter Smith.
A Timely Precaution.
"They sneer at a snail as a model
for a good business man.''
"Of course they do."
"But they can sneer at him no long-crefor wherever he goes he carriel

his house with him on his head."

i
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Floersheim Mercantile Co.
"The House of Service"

Cash Sale, Saturday, August 7th

20 percent Discount on
Our ENTIRE STOCK Of
Enamel-Ware- ,

Paint,
Aluminum ware
BUY YOUR

Kerrs

FRUIT-JAR-

?

NOW

S

Regular-Pin- ts,

Self-Sealin- g,

Per. Doz.

Quarts

99

Gal. "

1-- 2

$1.10'
1.25
1.50

99

WIDE MOUTH
$1.50,

1-- 2

Gal. $1.75

Commencing Monday, We will Test Cream Four
at 10 and 12 in the Forenoon
Times a Day-- 2 and 4 in the Afternoon

Bring Us Your Produce.

Floersiieim
Mercantile Co
"We Strive to Please"

I

you Call TH'S

Ux-- i

AccotJMT

(

iCfiMT--

)

( WITH
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To Housewives

1
ID YOU ever stop to figure the cost of baking bread a
home? Ao, you always tokened it for granted that u
is cheaper to bake bread at home. BU'l, vou are mis.
taked, figures will prove that the cost alone will exceed the
price of oar bread, besides the drudgrey, worry, staying
in a hot house during this hot iveather.

V6R

w

HICH DO you want to do? Have all the worries of
and troubles that you have on bake day, besides
the cost or just step into our bakery and buy all
During these
you need, Which is the most economical?
economy
in baking
times of high prices we should practice
and we are. Let us relieve you of these troubles.

Why the Dinner Got Chilly.
,

I

The Ideál Bakery & Confectionery Company
"Bread is your best
Foster BIk

food--

Eat

more of

it."
ROY

Mm
Companionship In Thoughts.
Our thoughts are our innermost life.
We carry them with us and cannot
escape from them. In them we can
have always the richest companion
ships. Robert E. Speer, In Christ and
Life.

8PANSM-AMemC-

MOSQUERO

MENTIRAS

Wheat harvest is almost over, with
the exception of a few green fields
and threshing is commencing.
Mr. Fred Deitz of Pomona, California, is back in Mosquero attending
to the harvesting of his wheat crop
and is reported to be closing a deal
for the sale of a part of his Mesa
land.
Mr. Benj. F. Brown, who has been
in Oklahoma for some time visiting
his father who is very sick returned
home last week and was taken sick
but is again able to be up and around.
While gone he looked over what is
reported to be a coming oil field in a
wild-csection .of Kansas and while
there is considerable excitement reports that nothing definite can be
found out about the new field as yet.
Mr. E. L. Fuller took possession ot
the Mesa Hotel Tuesday of this week
and will operate it in the future.
Mr. Brown has moved into the little
building formerly belonging to Mr.
parcia on Main street and is busily
arranging it for his future occupancy
as a residence and office building.
A new pool hall and barber shop
has been opened up in the stone build
ing formerly occupied by the Variety
Store and under the management of
Mr. Emilio Trujillo promises to be a
flourishing enterprise. Mrs. Gallegos
has opened up a lunch room on Main
street and steps are being taken looking towards the organization of a
farmers'
store at Mosquero so it can be truthfully said
that the little Mesa town is steadily
growing.
Saturday the ball' team from Mills
trekked down te Mosquero with a
crowd of rooters and crowed lustily
of an easy victory over the home
team. After nine exciting innings
they returned home a sadder but
wiser bunch, the fea me having resulted in a victory for the Mosquero team
with a score of ten to five. After
the ball game a number of bronchos
were brought in, a bronco buster
rounded up and the crowd treated to
e
a good,
bronco busting exhibition. Three broncos were ridden,
all of which bucked and pitched strenuously.
Mr. Sullivan, who purchased the
thousand-acr- e
farm of W. F. Hyatt
four miles northwest of town a year
ago, has moved out to the farm and
is superintending the gathering of
the crop.
Mrs. Minerva Geary, daughter of
Mrs. McKinney,
is visiting friends
and relatives in Mosquero this week,
having come up from Arizona, where
the breezes are less numerous and
somewhat less cool.
Mr. Oliver, from Oklahoma City, is
visiting friends in Mosquero this week
and from all appearance is enjoying
himself immensely.
Mr. Bowmer of San Saba County,
Texas, accompanied by his family,
have driven overland to Mosquero
and are enjoying a visit with the family of Mr. C. W. McNeill.
Mrs. McNeill and Mrs. Bowmer being sisters.
Mrs. McNeill is also enjoying a visit
from her daughter Sallie, now a resident of Kansas and her son, Willie,
who has been attending school at Los
Angeles, Cal.
Mr. Cruz Baca has completed a
neat little cottage on Cedar street
which, being modernly built, adds
materially to the better appearance
of that part of town. Another neat
little cottage in the same neighbor
hood is also nearing completion.
Forty acres of land formerly being the Singhiser farm has been
subdivided in small tracts and sold
out as an addition to the town. A
large number of these tracts were
bought by people who intend to build
on them in the near future and will
add considerably to the population
and general appearance of the town.
Mr. Alfred Kress, prominent merchant of Mosquero, has entered the
list of local oil men. Mr, Kress has
been looking after the interests of the
American Producers Company who
are drilling the Bueyerros well, has
been assisting other large companies
in securing desirable leases in this
part of the country and has incidentally picked up quite a block of land
on which he expects to secure drilling
operations in the future became interested in a field in Utah, that had
at

old-tim-

formerly been withdrawn from exploitation by the Government for naChurch Directory
val reserve purposes, secured a large
block of land in the heart of the
structure and has just received word
Y. P. & C.
that an oil seep has been found quite
Miss. LASKA GRAY President,.
close to his land and has secured a
Mr. Rual Wade Sec'.
sample of the oil. He expects to buy
Meets at the Christian Chureh,
a steam yacht in the near future, but
Roy, N. M,, every Sunday evenwill probably have to wait until a rise'
ing at 7.00 o'clock.
comes in the river before he can have
A cordial welcome extended to
who
knows,
Still,
delivered
here.
it
all visitors.
oil has made many millionaires, why
not one of our local people be struck
by the lightning oí good luck.
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
One red bull, six steers,
For Sal
two milch cnv.-- . C. W. Newman, So- Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
lano, N. M.
at the Christian Church.
associaThe Tucumcari 7,vnd-U- p
Your presence is necessary,
tion, which will hold their Fifth: AnJ. D. Wade. Supt.
nual
at Tucumcari August
18, 19, 20 and 21st, have succeed d in
arranging with Tex Austin,
CHRISTIAN
rrcr'urpr of cowboy a, irts,
ROY
to puiiunai.y
their round-uthis year.
Services 2d Sunday of eack

E.

Re-uni-

wocld's-gre.T.ie:-

üii-ac-

p

We quote as follows from a letter
just received from Mr. H. Allen Nye,
District Vocational Officer of the
11th District:
"Inaccurate information has been
goven wide publicity throughout the
entire country by unauthorized persons relative to increased pay for men
in training under the vocational rehabilitation Act, urging trainees and
prospective trainees to apply immediately to the Federal: Board for a
120.00 increase in pay.
"While it is true that increased
training pay will doubtless be available soon for those trainees who are
in training in localities where living
expenses warrant such, increase,' definite arrangements have not yei been
made for such increase and it is
that inaccurate information
should have been spread broadcast
relative to it. As soon as arrangements are made and in effect, all
trainees fcnd prospective trainees will
promptly be given such notice as is
deemed necessary 'to insure all receiving their fuli rights with regards
training pay under the new adjustment.
"Doubtless any increase in training
pay will be made retroactive to July
1, 1920.
v

REPORT OF UNION COUNTY CONVENTION BY A VISITOR FROM
PRECINCT NO. 42.
The convention last Saturday was
controlled entirely by the Taylor
forces and 28 delegates were chosen
to go to Las Vegas, and instructed to
vote for Taylor's nomination for District Attorney. From all appearances it seems that considerable trick
work was done in order to get the
controlling vote as in the case of our
Precinct 42. It is evidently plai"
that our precinct chairman agreed
beforehand to swap our two votes
for Taylor influence, to get him the
nomination for county commissioner
at the next county convention, and in
order to accomplish that, 'no precinct
convention was called and he expect
ed to represent us without our knowledge or consent. Therefore we were
prepared to contest his right as a
delegate, but owing to certain developments we decided to abandon the
contest. It was the general belief
that many other county jobs had been
promised in the same way. The Gren
ville precinct representation was con
tested by the friend of Mr. Kiker. In
their precinct caucus they voUiJ by
written ballot, 13 for Kiker delegates
and 7 for Taylor delegates. When
the votes were counted the tally sheet
showed the Taylor delegates elected,
so the friends of Mr. Kiker presented the ballot box and all the ballots, "under oath that it was the
original and correct," to the county
convention, which convention immediately seated the Taylor delegates
and hooted loudly as Mr. Kiker's
friends left the hall.
It was stated by Mr. G. C. Smith
while speaking to the convention, that
this fight against Mr. Kiker was started by the railroad and mining interests of Colfax county, when he, as
our district attorney forced these
to pay delinquent taxes, and
this statement was answered by an attack on Mr. Smith, so it leaves one a
pretty good reason to believe that
these interests are the main force
behind Mr. Taylor. Contributed.
,
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Col. George E. Cochrane,

Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor

AUCTIONEER

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Tourists and
Will find

Land-Seeke- rs

this the right place.

ANDERSONS Sell 'em in Roy.

J

Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11 00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W.

Pearn, Pastor.

BAPTIST
Sunday
First
in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.

Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL

Services at Roy 3d Sunday of
each month,
Christian Church.
Rev. Wm. Vimont, Pastor.
CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Suídays
at the Catholic
Churchv Roy, N. M..
Masses: 8 and 10 a ra.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
Rev. Fr.

Felix Vachon,

Priest in charge,
LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. & A. M.

,0

ACACIA LODGE NO. 53
Meets 2na and 4th Satur

days of montbj
T. E, MITCHELL.

Irvin Ocden, Secy.

"

Q

W.M

All Masons welcome.

I. O.O. F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at Masonic Hall.
Every Wednesday Evening
George M, Lewis, N. G.
Tom Strong, Sec.y.
Visiting Brothers welcome.

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE 'No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
Masonic Hall
Mrs. Rachel Lewis, N. G.
Mrs. M. Etta Plumlee, Sec'y.
Visiting Sisters welcome
6usan B. Anthony Once Fined.
Susan B. Anthony was the first
American suffragist .to be arrested for
her principles. In order to test the
Fourteenth and Fifteenth amendments
she cast ballots at the state and congressional elections at Rochester In
1872. She was Indicted for Illegal voting and a fine Imposed. She defiantly
refused to pay the One, but was never
.
Jailed.

ls!vj
"L"

Take Burden Orf Daddy.
According to Chinese custom the
wife's family is to provide a certain
amount of baby clothes, shoes and
caps for the
in eh families usually supply evpryrhing for the
child for five or ton years. The wife
will be looked down upon by her husband's people If her own family cannot furnish plenty of (.'lollies.
first-bor-

See me and get my teros and dates
berore deciding about your sale.
Date3 made
at the Spanish - American office.

Consolation.

It's a mighty good thing that you
nln't great.enough to set the river on
fire, for In'that case what In the world
would the fishermen dp for a place to
loaf the time away? Atlanta

-

-

Farm Sales a specialty,
Experienced
Proficient,
I know the value of farm
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desire''
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and t a take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of eachj month'"at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

J
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Singular Illness.
"Sid One of our operators Is quite
'The doctor tolls we,' she
hoarse.
confided, 'that tny larynx are affected
whatever they are.'
We told her
this was a singular affection, but unless given prompt attention might become pleural." Correspondent of the
Chicago Tribune.

